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Abstract 

Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) often occurs prior to the more serious condition of dementia 

and early detection of MCI is an important but challenging task because of its indistinct 

symptoms. Work has been done developing serious games on mobile devices for MCI detection 

as opposed to a typical application of serious games for growing and maintaining mental acuity. 

The serious games WarCAT and Locker record player’s moves made while playing the game to 

determine their levels of strategy recognition and learning. To be able to demonstrate this, 

however, requires a large amount of player data. Therefore, it would be beneficial to develop a 

method of generating synthetic data that could imitate human player data. The area of machine 

learning (ML) known as Reinforcement Learning (RL) can be applied to creating a large pool of 

players since it emulates the way humans learn. In RL, if an action in response to a stimulus is 

followed by a successful reward, the stimulus-action-reward association will be strengthened, 

and the reward will be recalled with greater likelihood upon later presentation of the same 

stimulus and action. Like RL in humans, considerable trial and error (training) is often required. 

In addition, a growing subfield of machine learning known as Deep Reinforcement Learning 

uses techniques of Reinforcement Learning along with Artificial Neural Networks for function 

approximation. The purpose of this thesis is to explore the use of Deep RL to learn to play our 

serious game and achieve gameplay results comparable to the best human performance. From 

this, we can define baselines which allow us to create bots with various levels of training to 

emulate individuals at various stages of learning, or by extension, various levels of cognitive 

decline. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

With a rapidly aging population, we face a greater challenge when it comes to predicting 

impending cognitive impairment early. The global population aged 60 years or over numbered 

962 million in 2017, more than twice as large as in 1980 when there were 382 million older 

persons worldwide. The number of older persons is expected to double again by 2050, when it is 

projected to reach nearly 2.1 billion [1]. While a few decades ago it was assumed to be sufficient 

to distinguish dementia from normal cognitive aging, recent years have revealed the desirability 

of more accurate early diagnostic decisions. The clinical spectrum of dementia has expanded to 

include mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and finally to preclinical Alzheimer’s Disease. In this 

case, although people are cognitively normal, they have the underlying features of Alzheimer’s 

Disease which makes them susceptible to the disease. One-third (35%) of primary care 

physicians are not fully comfortable diagnosing MCI, and more than one-half (51%) are not fully 

comfortable diagnosing MCI due to Alzheimer’s disease [2]. Clinicians are now in a difficult but 

advantageous position to be able to recognize the very early clinical signs of impending disease 

with the assistance of Machine Learning (ML) techniques. MCI is usually considered a 

transitional state between age-related cognitive decline and very early dementia, but despite its 

conceptual validity, the term remains challenging to clinical practice. 

For example, in an elderly patient population, the following reflects a typical clinician 

presentation. A patient is more forgetful than before and is concerned about possible problems 

that cannot be explained through aging. Their memory problem seems to have worsened in 
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recent months or years. They appear to have no other known medical conditions that could affect 

their condition. 

MCI is prevalent among the elderly population, where approximately 10% to 20% of people age 

65 or older live with MCI [3].  Estimates have indicated that 12.23 million people would have 

MCI due to all causes in 2020, which will increase to 21.55 million in 2060 [4]. Furthermore, a 

worrying statistic is that an estimated 8% to 15% of individuals living with MCI develop 

dementia each year [5] . Additionally, one-third of people living with MCI due to Alzheimer’s 

disease develop dementia within five years [2]. According to World Health Organization’s 2022 

report, the estimated number of people with dementia is 55 million worldwide, and there are 

nearly 10 million new cases each year [6]. In 2019, the estimated total global societal cost of 

dementia was US $1.3 trillion, and these costs are expected to surpass US $2.8 trillion by 2030 

as both the number of people living with dementia and care costs increase. 

However, despite these statistics numerous studies show that not all MCI cases lead to dementia. 

There are defined 3 possible outcomes of MCI: worsening condition (progression to dementia or 

severe cognitive impairment), improvement (revert to normal cognition), and stability 

(unchanged cognitive status). Population studies have shown smaller proportions of participants 

with MCI progressing to worse conditions, larger proportions of participants improved or 

reverted to normal, and most participants remained stable over the duration of these studies [7] . 

The same pattern can be found in clinical studies. Most subjects remain stable over the duration 

of the study, fewer progress to dementia while the smallest group improves to a normal cognition 

level [8] [9]. As with other numerous health conditions, if MCI can be identified early it is 

possible to stop or slow its progression through various interventions to enhance or preserve 
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cognitive capacities. Some studies have shown evidence that pharmacological treatments have 

been ineffective at treatment of MCI [10]. There is promise for newly FDA approved therapeutic 

aducanumab, however it has shown no cognitive benefit in phase III trials [11]. Conversely, 

behavioral therapies have shown small benefits and lifestyle factors have been deemed 

important. Research reported at the 2019 Alzheimer’s Association International Conference [12] 

suggests that adopting multiple healthy lifestyle choices, including healthy diet, not smoking, 

regular exercise and cognitive stimulation may decrease the risk of cognitive decline and 

dementia. Given these facts, it is apparent that early detection of MCI would be critical in 

mitigating further issues related to a patient’s worsening cognitive state.  

Cognitive screening tests, also known as neuropsychological testing, are the most used 

techniques for identifying MCI. Typically, the person being examined is asked to respond to 

questions or complete tasks and a qualified practitioner conducts the exams. The Mini-Mental 

State Examination (MMSE) is the most widely evaluated screening test although there are others 

tests such as the Clock Drawing Test (CDT), the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA), the 

Informant Questionnaire on Cognitive Decline in the Elderly (IQCODE), Computer Assessment 

of Mild Cognitive Impairment (CAMCI), The Modified Telephone Interview for Cognitive 

Status (TICS-M), and others. Some of the screening tests were designed to detect dementia as 

well as MCI. A comparison of the performance of the well-known tests used for MCI is shown in 

Table 1 below. 
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Table 1 A Comparison of Different Well-known MCI Screening Tests [13] 

Test Name Sensitivity* Specificity* 

Mini-Mental State Examination 

(MMSE) 

45% to 82% 65% to 90% 

Clock Drawing Test (CDT) 43% to 76% 49% to 83% 

The Modified Telephone Interview for 

Cognitive Status (TICS-M) 

47% to 82% 77% to 100% 

Informant Questionnaire on Cognitive 

Decline in the Elderly (IQCODE) 

71.1% to 82.6% 69.0% to 83.0% 

Montreal Cognitive Assessment 

(MoCA) 

80% to 100% 50% to 76% 

Mini-Cog 39% to 84% 73% to 87.9% 

      * These screening tests tend to have different performances in different studies. The range of values is an estimate 

of were most studies’ values lie. Outlier values were excluded from this range. 

 

However, in order to effectively perform the screening test and avoid interfering with the 

screening procedure, it is typically demanded that whoever is administering them be trained or at 

least follow specified guidelines. Administrators of the MMSE are instructed, for example, to 

refrain from emotional reactions that can impair cooperation and performance [14]. In addition, 

these tests lack entertainment value and are generally difficult to access on smartphones outside 

of the MoCA test. They are also not adaptable to scaling or complex mathematical operations. 

There is potential for serious games to alleviate the drawbacks of cognitive screening tests. 

Therefore, we propose that player data collected from serious games can be a more helpful 

diagnostic tool which can be used to help with early detection of MCI. 
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1.2 Serious Games 

Games that are intended more for players' education, training, or information than for pure 

entertainment are called serious games [15]. They can be used to teach people new skills, 

knowledge, and attitudes in a range of contexts, such as schools, corporate training programs, 

and healthcare settings, in a way that is more engaging and interactive. 

To entice players and maintain their interest, serious games frequently employ gameplay-based 

mechanics and elements like points, levels, and challenges. They can be made to run on different 

hardware, including as desktops, mobile devices, and virtual reality headsets. 

Serious games can be used to teach concepts in history or science, train personnel in new 

techniques, or encourage healthy habits and lifestyles. Other examples of serious games are 

instructional games that teach historical or scientific themes. Because they encourage immersion 

and let players practice skills in a secure setting, serious games can be successful at encouraging 

learning and behavior change. 

While there are other games on the market that advertise "brain training" to maintain cognitive 

function or possibly delay MCI, little research has been done on games that try to detect or assess 

MCI, which is a subtle but crucial distinction. Serious games can be an abundant source of 

information for mental health [16] [17]. The development and analysis of serious games for 

cognitive health has generated a lot of research [18] [19]. However, the use of serious games for 

a variety of real-world health applications is still in its infancy and largely informal despite some 

efforts to more formally structure the field [20]. 
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A platform is necessary to act as a conduit between the user and the detection software system in 

order to build any technique that can identify MCI. Such a platform would transform the player's 

decisions and actions into raw data. Since it allows for the conversion of the player's 

performance (moves and decisions made) into numerical input data, a serious game can be 

employed as such a platform. The performance of certain cognitive functions would be 

integrated in the gameplay data if the performance of the chosen game depends on them, giving 

the detection software systems a chance to identify them. For this purpose, the serious games 

WarCAT and Locker are utilized. 

1.3 WarCAT 

The serious game WarCAT is a card game that has been designed specifically to serve as a 

platform for developing models for potentially detecting MCI [21]. It is relatively 

straightforward and is a modified version of the well-known card game WAR. There are 

different variations of WarCAT, but in this version a human player is dealt five cards that can be 

played in the order of their choice against an opponent bot or computer that is playing using a set 

strategy such as always playing low to high cards, or high to low cards. Figure 1 illustrates an 

instance of WarCAT. 
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Figure 1 Screenshot of WarCAT 

 

1.3.1 WarCAT Description 

The game rules are described below: 

• 5 cards are dealt to both the player and an opponent. 

• Both play one card at a time at the same time. That is, both players pick a card and then 

both cards are revealed at the same time. 

• The player can play their cards in any order. 

• The bot plays in a specific order (a strategy). 

• Each card has the value of its number. Jack, Queen, King, and Ace cards are valued at 11, 

12, 13, and 14 respectively. 
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• The higher card wins that round (hand). 

• The winner of each round (hand) gets a score value per the following equation: 

 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 13 − (𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 − 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒) (1) 

 

• If there is a tie, the score for that play is 0. 

• The game is won by the one with the higher aggregate score value after all five rounds as 

shown in Equation (2) below.  

 𝐴𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = ∑ 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖

5

𝑖=1

 (2) 

 

 In the traditional card game of WAR, the highest played card would win. However, in the 

variation (WarCAT), the score is calculated in a way to evoke greater diversity of strategy. The 

scoring is more heavily weighted to a narrow victory over a larger difference in card values. In 

this manner, according to Equation (1) above, an Ace card beating a King card gives a score of 

12 while an Ace card beating a Two card gives a score of 1. The first case yielded a higher score 

because the winning play was with a narrower margin. 

The opponent bot always plays the same order of its given cards. The order in which the five 

cards are played is called a strategy. An example of a strategy would be playing the highest card 

first, then the second highest, then the third highest, then the fourth highest, and lastly the lowest 

card. At the beginning, the player has no idea what the opponent bot’s strategy will be. In the 

first game or the first few games, an observant player will detect or discover the opponent bot’s 
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strategy by recognizing that a strategy is being played, and then learning what the strategy is. 

Then, the player can predict the order in which the bot will play its cards for the duration of the 

level. Therefore, the player can play their cards in a way that maximizes their points in order to 

win the game. That is, the player would counter the bot’s strategy. It is important to note that the 

player can predict or learn the order of the bot’s cards but not the card’s exact values. One 

example of countering a strategy is given as follows. If the opponent bot’s strategy is playing 

their five cards high to low, the player can counter that strategy by playing their lowest card first 

against the opponent bot’s highest card to see what the bot’s highest card was. Then, the player’s 

strategy might be playing the remaining four cards high to low so that the player’s highest card 

would go against the opponent bot’s second highest card and so forth, as illustrated in Figure 2 

below. 
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Figure 2 An Example of a Player Countering a Known Strategy  

  

It is not necessarily true that the player’s highest card would always be higher than the 

opponent’s second highest card as the cards are dealt randomly. However, after many games 

played on average the player would win more often if they were able to correctly learn the 

opponent’s strategy. There are other ways to counter-play, some of which might be adaptive and 

depend on the cards dealt and/or the opponent bot’s previous played card in the moment of the 

game. Those other ways of nuanced counter-play might be expressive of the player’s cognitive 

performance. 
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An example of a gameplay is shown in Figure 3. In Figure 3(a), each player gets five cards, then 

the player picks a card out of five to play. In Figure 3(b), the player picks the first card and plays 

it, the first card played by the bot is then revealed. The one with the highest card wins that round. 

In the example shown, the bot wins the first round. The bot’s card of Queen is valued at 12, and 

player’s card is valued at 3; therefore, according to Equation (1), the bot’s number of points from 

the first round is 4. In Figure 3(c), the player wins the second round with 10 points. The player 

ties in rounds 3 and 4 where neither the player nor the bot gets points. The player wins round 5 

which end up with a total cumulative score of 18. Thus, the player wins that game over the bot 

with a total score of 18 to 4. 
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Figure 3 An Example of WarCAT Gameplay 
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1.3.2 WarCAT Characteristics 

Playing any game to be potentially used in the detection of MCI needs to utilize the same mental 

functions that are affected by MCI.  WarCAT encompasses several executive functions of 

interest when potentially detecting MCI, including strategy recognition, strategy development 

(learning), memory, recall and retention (remembering & retaining the opponent’s strategy once 

it gets discovered), thinking (planning the strategy that counter the opponent’s), and judgement 

(choosing the best counter play based on the available cards). 

It is possible that there are other illnesses that might affect some or all of these cognitive 

faculties which would get detected or flagged as well in the gameplay data such as Attention 

Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), Early Alzheimer's Disease (AD), Early-Onset MCI, 

amnesia as a result of non-aging illness, and others. WarCAT can be one tool in a larger set of 

approaches to potentially detect MCI, because other factors such as age, severity of cognitive 

decline in terms of daily life, and medical history are also important factors that a series game 

may or may not be able to capture well or at all. It is possible that gameplay of this type may also 

be useful as a means of tracking a person’s cognitive decline over the long term such as a 

component of a longitudinal study. 

WarCAT was designed to be accessible to a wide demographic. It can be played on smartphones, 

tablets, and computers. It does not have a language barrier, although there might be some merits 

to utilizing language. The game rules are simple and easy to learn in a short time. It attempts to 

strike a balance between being engaging and complex yet being simple and able to provide 

detailed player data. 
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In the initial development of the game, upon signing up to play WarCAT, the player is asked for 

their age as it is an essential factor to MCI. The player also has the option to answer a question 

about their sex to preserve the chance for further analysis of MCI risk and prevalence in different 

sexes, as men appear to be at higher risk than women in having MCI [22]. Also, in the initial 

versions of the game, the time took by the player to play each card was recorded for future 

possible further work where the time might refer to the mental effort put during the play. 

What differentiates WarCAT from other current screening tests is that WarCAT provides a 

numerical or quantitative pathway to the rich world of mathematical algorithms to be tested and 

implemented. This thesis is an attempt at exploring this rich potential. Also, the numerical nature 

of this game makes it able to convey the cognitive state in a dense numerical representation. For 

example, tracking decisions or hunches where a player may play a different card with a close 

value hedging on a close victory. It is also conjectured here that machine learning types of 

algorithms may be the only practical means of unravelling the ambiguous data associated with 

gameplay. 

WarCAT gameplay gives a role for randomness as any strategy is in reference to the order of 

cards dealt. For example, the highest card in a hand at any given time may not always be an Ace 

or King. This randomness factor makes WarCAT a suitable platform as it ensures that ML 

models built on top are resilient to some amount of randomness (noise). The random nature of 

the game is likely also a useful artifact as opposed to a truly deterministic game in terms of 

engaging ones’ cognitive processes.  
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1.4 Locker 

The serious game Locker is a lock picking game that has been designed to serve as a platform for 

developing models for potentially detecting MCI, like WarCAT [21]. The purpose of the game is 

to unlock the lock in the fewest tries possible when the player does not know the correct 

combination. However, instead of simply guessing by trying every lock combination, feedback 

given in the form of a score to let the user know how close they are to unlocking. Therefore, the 

user can know how close or far away they are from unlocking and develop a strategy for 

efficiently unlocking. The Figure 4 below shows an example game, where the person started with 

a reasonably high score and guided by their strategy, proceeded to open the lock in 12 tries.

 

Figure 4 An Example of Locker Gameplay 
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1.4.1 Locker Description 

The game rules are described below: 

• There are 3 dials on the locks, with values ranging from 1 to 5. 

• The unlocking combination is randomly determined at the start of the game and does not 

change throughout the game. 

• To unlock, a score of 15 is needed. 

• The values on the dials can be adjusted however the user wishes before attempting an 

unlock. 

• Each time the user attempts an unlock, their score is updated to let them know how close 

they are to unlocking and their number of tries is incremented. 

• The purpose of the game is to unlock the lock with the lowest number of tries possible. 

There are several different strategies a player may employ to get the lowest average number of 

tries to unlock the lock. Luck will play a part in this game as well, since it is possible to guess the 

combination correctly on your first try. However, due to feedback in the form of the score it is 

also possible to have a better strategy than to try every single lock combination. In this 

configuration there are 125 possible combinations, so it is easily possible to unlock in less than 

that many tries. 

The optimal strategy that is expected from a human player would be the use of a combination of 

gradient ascent enhanced with some degree of backtracking based on the player’s memory of 

previous rewards and states visited. First, the player would select a random combination to start. 

Regardless of their initial score, they would then likely increment or decrement locks and 
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observe how their score changes. Then, based on this information and remembering what 

combinations they have already tried will eventually discover the unlocking combination. 

1.4.2 Locker Characteristics 

Beyond memory and recall, problem-solving is one of the cornerstones of higher-level cognitive 

functioning. The process of searching for an optimal or near-optimal solution is the problem 

under consideration. In the case of Locker, the search problem of interest is like a guided search. 

For example, when searching for a word in a dictionary, very few people start at the beginning 

and proceed until they find the word they are looking for. More typically, people try to home in 

on a solution guided by rewards, hunches, and heuristics such as divide and conquer. This is 

because there is feedback in the dictionary in the form of an agreed-upon ordering of characters 

such that someone can tell how close they are to finding their word in the dictionary. Although 

Locker is simply a search-based game like looking up a word in the dictionary, it may find a 

more receptive audience if it is considered a hunt for something or has an aesthetically pleasing 

interface. 

Similar to MCI assessment data in WarCAT, a sequence of plays in the Locker application 

provides a fingerprint of a person’s ability to reason, develop strategy, and retain or recall 

strategy which is amenable to machine learning. As the selection of attempted lock combinations 

and a person’s score are tracked, the data will contain instances of confusion as well as instances 

of systematic or algorithmic play. 

Like WarCAT, the Locker game also carries the potential to gather player metadata across many 

players on each move made. This can be used in machine learning approaches to cluster and 

classify player strategies. Data analysis can focus on measures of cognitive functions within the 
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domains of attention and memory, assessing the extent to which a player appears to be choosing 

and then maintaining a strategy in their play.  

As an additional note regarding serious games such as these, they can be quite easily made 

language agnostic. For example, in Figure 4 the Locker game is in Chinese. 

Prototypical of the serious games such as WarCAT and Locker discussed above is the potential 

to capitalize on advances in machine learning to aid in assessing or categorizing play. The initial 

thought behind the early work in these two particular games was to develop them to be 

interesting enough for a large number of people to play. This would allow new players to be 

assessed against others. For this to have merit, many players are required. It was realized 

relatively early on that this approach had many drawbacks. The most discouraging drawback was 

that these games are in effect not sufficiently engaging to acquire a large database of play. 

However, in many areas where the attempt is to demonstrate the utility of machine learning, one 

is often forced with creating synthetic data with the reduced expectations with respect to the 

games themselves, while still supporting the conjecture that machine learning could be a useful 

tool in classifying real data if it were available. 

1.5 Machine Learning 

Machine learning is an application of artificial intelligence and is defined as a computing 

machine demonstrating an ability to learn where its performance improves with experience in 

performing some task [23]. There are three main types of machine learning: supervised learning, 

unsupervised learning, and reinforcement learning [24].  
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In supervised learning a machine learns a task from labeled training data. Supervised Learning is 

one of the most widely used paradigm of machine learning. It is generally used in classification 

or pattern recognition. Supervised Learning algorithms have shown incredible success since the 

performance of image classification in 2011 [25]. After this, more attention has been paid to 

various machine learning algorithms that have worked well in applications such as detecting 

cancer, detecting spam email, object recognition and/or tracking in images and videos, and 

speech-to-text [26]. 

The way Supervised Learning algorithms learn is by training models on large sets of labelled 

data called training data to improve performance. For example, labelled data of images for a 

model detecting types of cars means each image is labeled with the type of car it portrays. 

During training, the model would read the input data and then give a prediction of its label as an 

output. The predicted output is then compared with the correct output. If they match then no 

adjustment is needed, otherwise the model is adjusted towards giving the correct output. The 

training process keeps iterating until the model can produce an output that matches the labeled 

output or by reaching a certain percentage of correct classifications in the training data. After this 

process, the model has now learned how to classify or detect the correctly labeled data. By 

extension, it can generalize to label new data. 

In unsupervised learning a machine infers structure from unlabeled data. These algorithms 

identify hidden patterns or data clusters without human assistance. Suppose the unsupervised 

learning algorithm is given an input dataset containing images of different types of cars. 

However, the images are unlabelled so the algorithm will not have any idea about the features of 

the dataset. The task of the unsupervised learning algorithm is to identify the image features on 
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their own. An unsupervised learning algorithm will perform this task by clustering the image 

dataset into the groups according to similarities between images. In this fashion unsupervised 

learning can be used for more complex tasks as compared to supervised learning. Surprising or 

atypical associations with the training data may be learned through unsupervised learning. 

Unsupervised learning can also be preferable as it is easy to get unlabeled data in comparison to 

labeled data. However, unsupervised learning is intrinsically more difficult than supervised 

learning as inputs do not have a corresponding output to learn from. As a result, unsupervised 

learning algorithms might be less accurate compared to supervised learning algorithms. 

Unsupervised learning applications include clustering of semantics [27], grouping news articles 

about similar topics [28], anomaly detection [29], and DNA sequencing [30]. 

Reinforcement Learning (RL) allows the machine to learn a task based on feedback from an 

environment. It has demonstrated success in training software agents that can interact in an 

environment. The agent views its environment, and the input would be the state of the 

environment. Reinforcement Learning then gives an output or an action to take in the 

environment which moves the agent into a neighbouring state. Unlike in Supervised Learning 

where the output is checked with an authoritative answer after one step (one iteration or one 

operation of processing), in Reinforcement Learning the output is checked with an authoritative 

answer after a sequence of steps when the agent reaches an endpoint. However, it assigns 

rewards to states so that it can find the sequence of outputs or path of actions that leads to the 

desired endpoint. Reinforcement Learning is used in applications such as playing games [31], 

industrial automation [32], self-driving cars [33], stock trading [34], optimization [35], and path 

finding [36]. 
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1.5.1 Deep Learning 

Deep learning is a subset of machine learning based on artificial neural networks which attempts 

to automatically discover the representations needed for feature detection or classification from 

raw data [37]. Deep learning distinguishes itself from classical machine learning by the type of 

data that it works with and the methods in which it learns. Deep learning involves the use of 

complex models that exceed the capabilities of machine learning tools such as logistic regression 

and support vector machines. 

Deep learning differs from machine learning because machine learning algorithms leverage 

structured, labeled data to make predictions meaning that specific features are defined from the 

input data for the model and organized into tables. This does not mean that machine learning 

algorithms do not use unstructured data. Rather, it means the data generally goes through some 

pre-processing to organize it into a structured format. 

Deep learning eliminates some of data pre-processing that is typically involved with machine 

learning. These algorithms can ingest and process unstructured data, like text and images, and it 

automates feature extraction, removing some of the dependency on human experts. For example, 

in a classification problem deep learning algorithms can determine which features are most 

important to distinguish classes from each other. In machine learning, this hierarchy of features 

is established manually by a human expert. 

Through the processes of gradient descent and backpropagation, the deep learning algorithm 

adjusts and fits itself for accuracy, allowing it to make predictions about new input with 

increased precision.   
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1.5.2 Artificial Neural Networks 

A Supervised Learning method and data processing system called an Artificial Neural Network 

(ANN) is composed of interconnected neurons that are typically arranged in stacked layers. One 

layer's neurons are linked to some or all the neurons in the opposite layer's surrounding layers. 

The data is processed by the ANN in one direction by layers: first the input layer, then the hidden 

layer(s), and then the output layer. An ANN is referred to as a deep neural network when it has 

several layers. 

 

Figure 5 Sketch of multi-layered (deep) artificial neural network 

When the neurons in an ANN are connected to all the neurons in the next layer, the ANN is 

described as a dense neural network or fully connected neural network. Other ANN’s may have 
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different types of layers that do more than conventional layers such as preprocessing or 

normalizing layers, convolution layers, or pooling layers. 

Each neuron receives multiple inputs from its connections to the previous layer and gives one 

output. Each connection is assigned a number called the weight that determines the significance 

of each input. Each input is multiplied by its weight and then the output is the sum of all those 

products plus a number called the bias. The bias can shift the resulting output value. 

 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 = 𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 + ∑ 𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑖 ∗ 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

 (3) 

 

The output of each neuron goes through a function called an activation function which can be 

any of various types of activation functions as in Table 2 below. The activation function is 

chosen depending on which machine learning model is used. When the activation function used 

is non-linear then the ANN is non-linear. 

Table 2 Widely Used Activation Functions 

Binary Step 𝑓(𝑥) =  {
0     𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑥 < 0 
1     𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑥 ≥ 0

 

Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) 𝑓(𝑥) =  {
0     𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑥 ≤ 0 
𝑥     𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑥 > 0

 

Leaky Rectified Linear Unit 

(LReLU) 
𝑓(𝑥) =  {

𝑎𝑥     𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑥 ≤ 0, 0 < 𝑎 < 1 
𝑥     𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑥 > 0

 

Sigmoid 𝑓(𝑥) =  
1

1 + 𝑒−𝑥
 

Softmax 𝑓𝑖(𝑥) =  
𝑒𝑥𝑖

∑ 𝑒𝑥𝑗𝐽
𝑗=1

 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 =  1, … , 𝐽 

Hyperbolic Tangent (Tanh) 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ(𝑥) =  
𝑒𝑥 − 𝑒−𝑥

𝑒𝑥 + 𝑒−𝑥
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The Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) function is one of the more popular activation functions. The 

ReLU output is 0 if the input is negative, otherwise the output is the same as the input. It is 

commonly used as it is computationally efficient with comparable results [38]. Additionally, 

ReLU alleviates the vanishing gradient problem [39]. The Leaky ReLU Activation Function 

(LReLU) is very similar to the ReLU Activation Function with one change. Instead of sending 

negative values to zero, a very small parameter is used which allows incorporation of 

information from negative values instead of reducing them to zero [40]. One of the important 

aspects of the LReLU is that is solves the “dead ReLU” or “dying ReLU” problem that occurs 

due to gradients of 0 with negative inputs which will block learning.  

The softmax activation function (normalized exponential function) is another popular activation 

function which receives a vector of inputs at a time and takes the exponential of one of the inputs 

over the sum of the exponential of all inputs. Softmax is used at the final layer (the output layer) 

to limit the output between 0 and 1. 

When an ANN is learning or training, the values of the weights and the bias are adjusted over 

many iterations. Their values are either increased or decreased by a certain amount to make the 

ANN give results consistent with those of the training data. During this training, when an output 

given by the ANN is inaccurate, the partial derivative of the activation function with respect to 

each weight and bias in that one neuron determines the direction and the amount of change 

needed in the previous neuron in the previous layer. Then similarly for the previous layer, the 

direction and amount of change is found for the next step and continues back until the input layer 

is reached and adjusted. The amount and direction of change is often determined by Stochastic 
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Gradient Descent (SGD). This algorithm for finding the gradients throughout the layers is known 

as backpropagation [41]. 

1.6 Summary 

To summarize, the long-term objectives are to use data generated from human gameplay to 

extract a cognitive fingerprint representative of higher-level cognitive functions of strategy 

(learning), retention (memory) and recall. The collected human data will then be used within a 

ML classifier to help detect issues such as MCI. Early detection of MCI can lead to an early and 

more effective therapy. The platforms for the ML models are functional, competitive serious 

games WarCAT and Locker that have been developed and are instrumented to collect human 

player data. WarCAT is based on the somewhat familiar card game WAR, and Locker is a lock 

picking game. Even with these simple games, the potential contributions of ML in classification 

and detection of subtle cognitive change require considerable data. Thus, a RL model is 

developed to imitate and produce human-like data of mass quantity.  
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2 Deep Reinforcement Learning: Introduction 

Deep reinforcement learning can be seen as a combination of deep learning and reinforcement 

learning. That is, deep learning applies techniques of reinforcement learning with some type of 

neural network used as a function approximation [42]. 

Deep reinforcement learning is still new and a developing field. While simply learning to play 

games is a frivolous problem, once the technology grows deep reinforcement learning could be 

one of the main techniques for solving more practical problems such as self-driving cars or 

robotics. For this project we propose to use deep reinforcement learning algorithms to learn how 

to play serious games. From these, we can then use the deep reinforcement learning algorithm to 

play the game and collect data without human players. 

There are already numerous examples of using deep reinforcement learning to play simple video 

games. One of the most famous examples of deep reinforcement learning is DeepMind’s model 

for playing Atari 2600 games [43]. In this project, we first attempt to replicate the results of this 

paper by implementing their deep reinforcement learning network. After this we created 

WarCAT and Locker environments and use the same network to learn to play these games. 

The method implemented in [43] to play Atari 2600 games was Deep Q Learning. To summarize 

the results in their paper, they were able to train a single network that could play the games 

Beam Rider, Breakout, Enduro, Pong, Q*Bert, Seaquest and Space Invaders. Their network 

achieved better performance than an expert human player on the games Breakout, Enduro and 

Pong and it achieves close to human performance on Beam Rider. However, the games Q*bert, 
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Seaquest, Space Invaders, had worse than human performance since these games are more 

complicated require a longer time period of which an optimal strategy can be found. 

A motivating example of using deep reinforcement learning was where DeepMind learned how 

to play the Atari 2600 game Breakout [44]. The most surprising aspect of this example is that if 

the network is trained for long enough it will learn “advanced” strategies for the game. That is, in 

the game Breakout the best strategy is to try and get the ball behind all the targets so that the ball 

will automatically break many targets without the user having to hit the ball, thus gaining many 

points in the smallest amount of time. 

There are also a variety of examples with regards to using deep learning and machine learning 

techniques to play games. One such example is MarI/O which is a program using neural 

networks and genetic algorithms to play the first level of Super Mario World [45]. Next is an 

application of deep reinforcement learning to play the smartphone game Flappy Bird [46]. 

Another example is that a deep reinforcement learning model was trained to play Go and beat 

one of the best players in the world [47]. All these applications were also contributors to the 

motivation to apply deep reinforcement learning techniques. 

2.1 Background 

First, we will establish the RL framework which is essentially the core set of terms and concepts 

that every RL problem can be expressed in. An objective function is defined such that it returns 

an error value that indicates how off-target we are at meeting our objectives. Hence, we need our 

RL algorithm to minimize this objective (error) function’s return value with respect to some 

input data. The input data is generated by the environment. In general, the environment of a RL 
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(or control) task is any dynamic process that produces data that is relevant to achieving our 

objective. Since the environment is a dynamic process (a function of time), it may be producing a 

continuous stream of data of varied size and type. We take the environment data and bundle it 

into discrete packets that we call the state (of the environment) and then deliver it to our 

algorithm at each of its discrete time steps. The state reflects our knowledge of the environment 

at some time.  

Another part of the model is the RL algorithm itself. This could be any parametric algorithm that 

can learn from data to minimize or maximize some objective function by modifying its 

parameters. Note that it does not need to be a deep learning algorithm. This is because RL is a 

field of its own, separate from the concerns of any learning algorithm. More formally, we call the 

learning algorithm the agent. 

One of the key differences between RL (or control tasks generally) and ordinary supervised 

learning is that in a control task the algorithm (agent) needs to make decisions and take actions. 

These actions will have a causal effect on what happens in the future. Taking an action is a key 

component in the framework. Every action taken is the result of analyzing the current state of the 

environment and attempting to make the best decision based on that information. The last 

concept in the RL framework is that after each action is taken, the algorithm (agent) is given a 

reward. The reward is a local signal of how well the learning algorithm (agent) is performing at 

achieving the global objective. The reward can be a positive signal or a negative signal even 

though both situations are considered “reward.” The reward signal is the indication the learning 

algorithm must go by as it updates itself in hopes of performing better in the next state of the 

environment. 
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Figure 6 Reinforcement Learning Model 

The agent’s objective is to maximize its expected cumulative rewards in the long term, which is 

called the return. The agent repeats of cycle of processing the state information, deciding what 

action to take, see if it gets a reward, observe the new state, take another action, and so on. The 

expectation is that the agent will eventually learn to understand its environment and make 

reliably good decisions at every step. 

To be able to define specifically what RL does, there is additional terminology.  

An observation is defined as a partial description of a state, which may omit information. When 

the agent can observe the complete state of the environment, we say that the environment is fully 

observed. When the agent can only see a partial observation, we say that the environment is 

partially observed. 

Different environments allow different kinds of actions. The set of all valid actions in each 

environment is often called the action space. Some environments have discrete action spaces, 

where only a finite number of moves are available to the agent. Other environments have 

continuous action spaces. In continuous spaces, actions are real-valued vectors. 
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A policy is a rule used by an agent to decide what actions to take. Policies can be deterministic or 

stochastic. In RL policies are parameterized. That is, the outputs are computable functions that 

depend on a set of parameters such the weights and biases of a neural network which we can 

adjust to change the behavior via some optimization algorithm. 

A trajectory is defined as a sequence of states and actions in the world. State transitions are 

governed by the environment and depend on only the most recent action. State transitions can be 

either deterministic or stochastic. 

2.2 RL Algorithms 

We will now talk about the framework of algorithms used in modern reinforcement learning, as 

well as the many trade-offs made when building algorithms. We illustrate the main design 

choices made by deep reinforcement learning algorithms based on what to learn and how to 

learn, highlight these decisions, and place some of the top modern algorithms in the context of 
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these choices. 

 

Figure 7 Classifications of some algorithms in modern RL [48] 

2.2.1 Model-Free versus Model-Based 

One of the most significant branching points in a reinforcement learning algorithm is whether the 

agent has access to or learns a model of the environment. This will distinguish between model-

free types and model-based types of reinforcement learning algorithms. The term “model” refers 

to a function that predicts rewards and state changes. 

The main advantage of having a model is that it gives the agent the ability to plan by looking 

ahead at events, evaluating the results of different possibilities, and making explicit decisions 

about its options. The consequences of the agent’s advanced planning can then be converted into 

a learned policy. A famous example of this approach is AlphaZero [49]. AlphaZero is an 

algorithm that can achieve superhuman performance in many challenging domains including 
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Chess, Shogi and Go. When model-based algorithms are effective, sample efficiency can be 

significantly increased compared to techniques that do not use a model. 

The main problem is that the agent typically lacks access to an accurate model of the 

environment. If an agent wants to use a model in this circumstance, it must learn the model only 

through experience, which creates several challenges. The agent’s ability to exploit model bias to 

its advantage is the main issue. When this happens, the agent performs well according to its 

learned model but poorly in the real world. Model learning is also inherently difficult. Even large 

efforts, like a lot of computing time, may not be successful in learning a model. 

Model-free approaches are often easier to set up and fine tune, but they lack the potential sample 

efficiency advantages that come with using a model. Model-free methods have often undergone 

more extensive development and testing than model-based ones. 

2.2.2 Learning Methods 

The next branching point in a reinforcement learning algorithm is what to learn. For model-free 

algorithms, this includes Policy Optimization and Q-functions. It is more difficult to classify 

learning methods in Model-Based algorithms, but in these cases the model is either given or 

learned. 

2.2.2.1 Learning in Model-Free Algorithms 

The first approach of model-free RL we will discuss is Policy Optimization. Methods in this 

family represent a policy explicitly. They optimize parameters either directly by gradient ascent 

on the performance objective, or indirectly by maximizing local approximations of the 

performance objective. This optimization is almost always performed on-policy, which means 
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that each update only uses data collected while acting according to the most recent version of the 

policy. Policy optimization also usually involves learning an approximation for the on-policy 

value function, which gets used in figuring out how to update the policy.  

Some examples of policy optimization methods are A2C / A3C which performs gradient ascent 

to directly maximize performance [50] and PPO whose updates indirectly maximize performance 

by instead maximizing a “surrogate” objective function using stochastic gradient ascent which 

gives a conservative estimate for how much the performance objective will change as a result of 

the update [51]. 

The second approach is Q-Learning. Methods in this family learn an approximation for the 

optimal action-value function. Typically, they use an objective function based on the Bellman 

equation. This optimization is almost always performed off-policy, which means that each 

update can use data collected at any point during training, regardless of how the agent was 

choosing to explore the environment when the data was obtained. The corresponding policy is 

obtained through the connection between the optimal action-value function and the optimal 

policy function. 

Examples of Q-learning methods include DQN which is a classic that significantly advanced the 

field of deep reinforcement learning [43] and C51 which is a variant that learns a distribution 

over return whose expectation is the optimal action-value function [52]. 

The primary strength of policy optimization methods is that they directly optimize the policy. 

This tends to make them stable and reliable. By contrast, Q-learning methods indirectly optimize 

agent performance by training an approximation of the optimal action-value function to satisfy a 
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self-consistency equation. There are many failure modes for this kind of learning, so it tends to 

be less stable [53]. But Q-learning methods gain the advantage of being considerably more 

sample efficient when they do work, because they can reuse data more effectively than policy 

optimization techniques. 

By chance, it turns out that policy optimization and Q-learning can be compatible (and under 

some circumstances equivalent) and there exists a range of algorithms that live in between the 

two extremes. Algorithms that live on this spectrum can carefully trade-off between the strengths 

and weaknesses of either side. Examples include DDPG which is an algorithm which 

concurrently learns a deterministic policy and a Q-function by using each to improve the other 

[54] and SAC which is a variant that uses stochastic policies, entropy regularization, and a few 

other tricks to stabilize learning and score higher than DDPG on standard benchmarks [55]. 

2.2.2.2 Learning in Model-Based Algorithms 

Unlike model-free RL, there aren’t a small number of easy-to-define clusters of methods for 

model-based RL. There are many orthogonal ways of using models. A few examples are defined, 

but the list is far from exhaustive. In each case, the model may either be given or learned. 

The most basic approach never explicitly represents the policy and instead uses pure planning 

techniques like model-predictive control (MPC) to select actions. In MPC, each time the agent 

observes the environment, it computes a plan which is optimal with respect to the model, where 

the plan describes all actions to take over some fixed window of time after the present. Future 

rewards beyond the horizon may be considered by the planning algorithm using a learned value 

function. The agent then executes the first action of the plan, and immediately discards the rest of 

it. It computes a new plan each time it prepares to interact with the environment, to avoid using 
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an action from a plan with a shorter-than-desired planning horizon. MBMF uses MPC combined 

with medium-sized neural network models on some standard deep reinforcement learning 

benchmark tasks [56]. 

Expert Iteration is a straightforward follow-on to pure planning which involves using and 

learning an explicit representation of the policy. The agent uses a planning algorithm (like Monte 

Carlo Tree Search) in the model, generating candidate actions for the plan by sampling from its 

current policy. The planning algorithm produces an action which is better than what the policy 

alone would have produced, hence it is an “expert” relative to the policy. The policy is 

afterwards updated to produce an action more like the planning algorithm’s output. The ExIt 

algorithm uses this approach to train deep neural networks to play Hex [57]. AlphaZero is 

another example of this approach [49].  

Data Augmentation for Model-Free Methods uses a model-free RL algorithm to train a policy or 

Q-function, but either augments real experiences with fictitious ones in updating the agent or 

uses only fictitious experience for updating the agent. MBVE is an example of an RL algorithm 

that augments real experiences with fictitious ones [58]. World Models is an example of an RL 

algorithm that uses purely fictitious experience to train the agent, which is referred to as “training 

in the dream” [59]. 

Embedding Planning Loops into Policies is another approach which embeds the planning 

procedure directly into a policy as a subroutine, so that complete plans become side information 

for the policy while training the output of the policy with any standard model-free algorithm. The 

key concept is that in this framework, the policy can learn to choose how and when to use the 

plans. This makes model bias less of a problem, because if the model is bad for planning in some 
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states, the policy can simply learn to ignore it. I2A is an example of an RL algorithm featuring 

agents being endowed with this style of imagination [60]. 

2.3 Deep Reinforcement Learning for Serious Games 

In this section we will go over factors that will be considered for choosing a deep RL algorithm 

to learn to play our games WarCAT and Locker. One of the first considerations is to determine 

which algorithms have the best performance on average. Literature supports that the PPO 

algorithm stands out as performing the best on average [61] [62]. We also need to consider the 

length of time it takes to train the model with these algorithms. For this reason, we will not be 

using model-based algorithms because the model is not given, and it will take too long to learn 

the model. 

Another one of the main distinctions for choice of algorithm comes from the action space for 

your application. That is, we need to determine whether discrete actions (up, down, left, right) or 

continuous actions (go to a certain speed, move an arm) are used. Some algorithms only permit 

the use of discrete or continuous action spaces. In our case, for both WarCAT and Locker, they 

use a discrete action space. 

Depending on the game you are trying to learn, algorithms will perform differently [63] [64]. 

Some algorithms are also not compatible with certain games. For example, MARL cannot be 

used for Locker because there is one agent. It could be used with WarCAT if we had multiple 

players, but we are only using one.  

Another factor would be whether the algorithm supports the use of single or multi-processing. 

Algorithms that support multi-processing like A2C and PPO would be better for more complex 
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environments because you can save time during training through parallelizing. Since our games 

are simple this does not make a difference to us. 

Use of a library such as stable baselines 3 [65] will allow us to try multiple algorithms easily 

without having to implement them ourselves. However, there are drawbacks to using libraries 

such as these. For example, without the ability to modify the implementation of the algorithm, 

performance differences could be due to the absence of some improvements to the algorithm 

(such as experience replay). Using this library, multiple algorithms were tested such as A2C, 

DDPG, DQN, PPO and SAC. Although from research PPO was considered one of the best RL 

algorithms on average [51], it was found that each algorithm performed similarly with WarCAT 

and Locker. Despite DQN being one of the preliminary algorithms for deep RL, with 

improvements it has competitive performance [66] and it is sufficient for our applications of 

WarCAT and Locker due to their simplicity. 
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3 Methods 

3.1 Serious Games 

The serious games we are learning to play are called WarCAT and Locker. I will summarize the 

rules for playing these games that will need to be incorporated as environments for the deep 

reinforcement learning algorithm. 

WarCAT emulates the physical card game WAR, now implemented on a mobile device. In 

WarCAT there are two players: yourself and an opponent. Each player is dealt five random cards 

from a standard 52 card deck. Each player then selects one card each and plays them at the same 

time. (The cards are not returned to the player’s hands.) The player with the higher scoring card 

earns points for the round. At the end of the five rounds, the winner of the game is decided by 

who has the most points. There are two possible scoring schemes; one where the winning play 

earns a single point and another where the winning play earns more points the closer in value the 

cards are. 

Locker emulates the task of unlocking a combination lock with three 3 number barrels, now 

implemented on a mobile device. In Locker, the environment has three modifiable dials with 

numbers ranging from one to five and an unlock button. The player must set the dials and try to 

perform a successful unlock. The correct combination is determined randomly, so the player 

must set the dials and perform unlocks by trial and error to find the correct combination. The 

player receives a score after an attempted unlock to let them know how close they are to 

unlocking but must try to unlock in the least number of attempts as possible to maximize their 
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score. The game is also complicated by local maxima/minima that can fool the player into 

thinking they are close to the global. 

 

3.2 Deep Q Learning 

Next, I will go over basic concepts for reinforcement learning and Deep Q Learning [67]. We 

will define an agent (a human or computer player) and the game environment. The agent 

performs an action from a set of total possible actions following the rules in the game 

environment. In response to actions performed in the environment the agent receives information 

about the change in state as well as if a reward was obtained from that action. In general, the 

state is information about the current game being played and the action is the set of possible 

inputs to the game. For our case the state would be the cards we have in our hand and our score 

for WarCAT, and values of the dials and our score for Locker. The actions would be selecting a 

card for WarCAT and changing a lock or trying to unlock for Locker. The reward is dependent 

on what game the agent is playing or how you set up the environment, but usually the reward is 

equivalent to the number of points scored. Both of our games have a score, where WarCAT earns 

points for playing a higher card and in Locker we get a reward upon a successful unlock. 

The model that is used is called the Markov Decision Process (MDP) [68]. In general, a MDP 

provides a mathematical framework for modeling decision making in situations where outcomes 

are partly random and partly under the control of the player. For MDP assumptions to hold the 

game must satisfy the Markov property. The Markov property is defined such that the current 

state alone contains enough information to choose optimal actions to maximize future reward. 
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That is, we do not need to remember any past states as an input into our network. If a game 

satisfies the Markov property, we can use a MDP to simplify our work. For example, drawing 

cards randomly from a deck with replacement does satisfy the Markov property, because 

previous card draws do not affect the probability of the next draw. However, drawing a card 

randomly from a deck without replacement does not satisfy the Markov property, because 

knowledge of past draws will affect the probability of the next draw. The Atari game Breakout 

does not satisfy the Markov property because a static game image is unable to tell us if a ball or 

enemy is moving towards or away from us. For this reason, Deepmind used the last 4 frames as 

input into their model to play Breakout. For our games, Locker does not satisfy the Markov 

property because we do not know the correct combination and knowledge of past unsuccessful 

unlocks in the current game will change our strategy for unlocking. Even though WarCAT could 

have knowledge of the opponent’s past playing strategy to maximize their score, if we are 

playing against a bot who is using a simple static strategy, then the Markov property would be 

satisfied. However, in WarCAT we do not know the opponent’s cards or what card they will play 

so the Markov property is not satisfied. The impact of this will be discussed with our results. 

When there is a reward, it is not always the result of the action taken immediately before. Some 

action taken long before might have caused the victory. Because rewards are delayed, good 

players do not choose their plays only by the immediate reward. Instead, they choose by the 

expected future reward. From this idea, we will define a function Q(S, A) that will try to predict 

our future reward when we take the current action. That is, given the current state S and 

performing some action A it returns an estimate of a total reward we would achieve by starting at 

this state, taking action A and then following some policy for taking the rest of the actions. Let’s 
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say we are using an optimal policy, meaning that we always select an action which is the best in 

the context of the current state. The Q function for these optimal policies is called Q*. If we 

knew Q*, choosing the best action would be easy. Just check the value of Q*(S, A) for all 

possible actions and then select the action that has the highest value. 

However, we also want to prioritize a reward that would occur right now rather than later. For 

this, we should introduce a factor 𝛾 called the discount factor. We make this value very close to 1 

(usually ~0.99) so that current rewards will be prioritized but we also want to sacrifice an early 

reward if we can get a much higher reward later. So, we can write the formula for this as follows: 

 𝑄∗(𝑆, 𝐴) = 𝑅0 + 𝛾𝑅1 + 𝛾2𝑅2 + 𝛾3𝑅3 + ⋯ (4) 

 

 

Where Rx is the reward received from performing action Ax on state Sx. 

We can write the above formula in its recursive form: 

 𝑄∗(𝑆, 𝐴) = 𝑅0 + 𝛾(𝑅1 + 𝛾𝑅2 + 𝛾2𝑅3 + ⋯ ) (5) 

𝑄∗(𝑆, 𝐴) = 𝑅0 + 𝛾 maxa(Q(S’,A’)) 

 

The final form of this equation is known as the Bellman Equation. 

However, in reality we cannot know Q* since there is a massive number of possible states and 

actions, and we can’t store them all. Therefore, the main idea with Deep Q Learning is to 

estimate Bellman’s Equation (Q*) using a neural network: 
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 Q (𝑆, 𝐴, 𝜃) ~ = 𝑄∗(𝑆, 𝐴) (6) 

 

We can then write the loss function we are trying to minimize: 

 ℒ(𝜃𝑖) = [𝑦𝑖- Q (𝑆, 𝐴, 𝜃𝑖)]2 (7) 

𝑦𝑖 = 𝑅0 + 𝛾maxa’(Q(𝑆′, 𝐴′, 𝜃𝑖−1)) 

 

3.3 Environment 

The OpenAI Gym framework in Python [69] was used to develop the environments for WarCAT 

and Locker. OpenAI gym has predefined games available to play, but also provides a framework 

for creating your own game logic. The required components to implement for a game are the 

initialization function for setting up the game environment, reset function to start the game from 

the beginning, step function to provide an action to the environment, the number of possible 

actions and the format of the observations. After selecting an environment, you can use the step 

function to provide an action to the environment and upon which will return the next state, your 

score, a Boolean indicating whether the game has ended, and additional debugging information. 

Therefore, using OpenAI Gym allows you to create the training data required for the network by 

providing the current state, the next state, and reward received. At the same time this also allows 

the network to play the game by selecting our action which corresponds with the maximum Q 

value from inputting the current state into the network. OpenAI Gym also allows you the option 

of enabling playback or recording videos of your network playing the game, if supported by your 

game. 
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The games have been implemented in the OpenAI Gym framework with the following attributes. 

WarCAT takes an integer value from 0 to 4 as an input for its action. These actions correspond to 

selecting one of the five cards in your hand. WarCAT will return an array of 8 float values 

between -1.0 and 1.0 for its observations. Floating point values have been used for efficiency for 

training in the reinforcement learning algorithm. The first 5 values correspond to the card values 

of your hand. A higher float value is a higher card. A value of -1.0 corresponds to a card that has 

already been used in a previous round. The sixth observation is the card your opponent played 

that round. The seventh is your total score, and the eighth is your opponent’s total score. The 

reward schedule is returned as a float value between -1.0 and 1.0 as follows: +1.0 when you 

successfully win the game. +0.5 when you tie the game. -0.5 when you lose the game. -1.0 when 

you play an invalid card, and you lose one of your cards. 0.0 when you successfully played a 

card, but the round is not over yet. The game is over after 5 rounds when all 5 cards from both 

players have been played. 

Locker takes an integer value from 0 to 3 as an input for its action. The first three correspond to 

increasing the number on the dial. The minimum value of a dial is 1 and the maximum is 5. If the 

dial is increased at the value of 5, then it will roll back to 1. The last action will attempt to 

unlock. Locker will return an array of 4 float values between -1.0 and 1.0 for its observations. 

The first three values correspond to the current value on the dial. The last observation is your 

score, where a higher value means you are closer to unlocking. It is updated only when you 

perform an unlock action. The reward schedule is as follows: +1.0 on successful unlock. -1.0 on 

a timeout (when 1000 actions are taken without a successful unlock). -0.25 on an unsuccessful 
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unlock. -0.25 when changing the dial. The game is over when you unlock successfully or after 

1000 actions are taken without a successful unlock. 

 

3.4 Deep Q Learning Improvements 

Next, I will describe a few of the other techniques that were implemented to try and improve the 

results of training. First, I will describe the concept of Experience Replay [70]. Experience 

Replay is simply where we will save an instance of each experience state (including the State, 

Action, Reward, Next State, and Done status) into an array of a pre-determined size. At the 

beginning of the program, the replay memory is filled before performing any training. We will 

then perform training on a random batch of random samples obtained from the array. The 

purpose of experience replay is to break the similarity of subsequent training samples, which 

otherwise might drive the network into a local minimum. This will reduce the bias in samples. 

Next, another technique used is Double Deep Q Network [71]. The main idea here is to 

implement two copies of the networks: the “Online” and “Target” networks, with separate 

weight values. We will always perform weight updates to Online network every time we train, 

but every certain number of training iterations we will copy the weights from the Online network 

to the Target network. We use the Online network for estimating current Q values and therefore 

actions to perform, and the Target network is used for estimating the Temporal Difference (TD) 

target or the discounted future Q values. The main idea with Double Deep Q Network is that 

normal Deep Q Networks tends to overestimate Q values due to its max operation applied to both 
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selecting and estimating actions. Having a second Target network decouples the selection from 

the evaluation. This leads to better performance of our network. 

During the selection of our action, the Epsilon Greedy technique is used [72]. The main purpose 

of the Epsilon Greedy technique is to sometimes choose a random action instead of always 

selecting our optimal Q value action so we can try to explore all possible combinations of actions 

and possible find a better strategy than what we already know. To implement this, we will define 

an exploration rate “epsilon,” which is set to 1 in the beginning. This is the rate of steps that are 

done randomly. That is, in the beginning, this rate is at its highest value, because our network is 

not very optimized. We will need to do a lot of exploration at the start of training by randomly 

choosing our actions. The main idea with Epsilon Greedy is that we should have a big epsilon at 

the beginning of the training. Then, reduce it progressively as we become more confident at 

estimating Q values. 

 

3.5 Summary 

So, putting all these concepts together I will describe the basic flow of the code. First, initialize 

all variables and then setup the OpenAI Gym environment with the game we want to train. Next, 

we will select an action using the Epsilon Greedy method and take a step in the environment 

using that action. We will then save the current state (including Previous State, Action, Reward, 

Next State, and Done status) to replay memory. Note that for the first batch of iterations we will 

perform random actions and filling replay memory queue without training the model. After the 

replay memory queue is filled, we will start training by taking a batch from replay memory and 
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then perform the training. We will also copy the weights from the Online network to the Target 

network after a certain number of training iterations. This process continues until the program 

reaches the number of action steps specified. 

After training, we can test our current network to play the game itself by simply setting Epsilon 

to 0 and skipping the training portion of the code. This way we will always pick the best action 

determined by our network. 
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4 Results and Discussion 

4.1 Environment Design 

First, we will discuss the design philosophy for the environments of Locker and WarCAT. For 

designing the observation space, the main goal is to give enough information to the agent to 

solve the task. This means we do not want to break the Markov assumption. It is also important 

to normalize the observation space to help optimize learning in the agent. You should use 

running average if you do not know the boundaries of the observations ahead of time. The 

recommended normalization scheme would be Gaussian around 0 with variance 1.  

Design of the observation space of WarCAT and Locker were straight forward considering what 

an actual player of the games would be observing. In WarCAT, the observation consists of the 

player’s five cards in their hand, the card their opponent played in the previous round, their 

current score, and the opponent’s score. Additionally, a value of zero corresponds to “no card”. 

For example, if a player has an ace, king, five, four and three on the first turn of the game the 

observation would be an array containing the normalized values of 14, 13, 5, 4, 3, 0, 0, and 0. If 

the player played their 4 and the opponent played a 10, then the next observation would be an 

array containing the values 14, 13, 5, 0, 3, 10, 0, and 1 assuming a simple scoring scheme where 

the opponent received one point for winning the round. In Locker, the observation consists of the 

values of the dials and the current score. For example, if the values of the dials are two, one, and 

five and our current score is eight then the observation would be an array containing normalized 

values of 2, 1, 5, and 8. Note however that the Markov assumption is broken in both games due 
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to their nature. That is, we cannot see opponent’s cards in WarCAT and we cannot see the secret 

combination in Locker. 

For designing the action space, we must choose between discrete actions or continuous actions 

[73]. An example of discrete actions would be button and switches such as those used in Atari 

games. An example of a continuous action would be robot movement between two positions. 

The one we choose depends on what the application of our reinforcement learning algorithm is. 

In both games discrete actions are chosen. A trade-off for designing the action space to consider 

is complexity versus final performance. That is, a bigger action space will be more expensive but 

give the agent more freedom, whereas a smaller action space will lead to quicker learning. 

Actions should also be normalized if they are continuous actions. 

The design of the action space for WarCAT consisted of selecting cards. Therefore, we have 

used discrete actions. One issue to consider however is that the player may only choose one of 

their cards once per round and are not allowed to use the same card in subsequent rounds. There 

were two different approaches to solving this; one approach was to remove the ability for the 

player to select a card they have already chosen before, and the other approach was to let the 

player select a card more than once and the round would continue. However, their card value 

would be a minimum guaranteeing a loss and they would receive a reward penalty. We opted to 

choose the second approach, since the deep reinforcement learning algorithm would be able to 

learn that selecting a card a second time would not be a good option for maximizing reward and 

therefore not perform that action. The action space is defined as an integer value between 0 and 4 

where 0 corresponds to playing the first card and 4 corresponds to playing the last card. 
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We have chosen Locker to have four discrete actions consisting of only the ability to increment 

each lock and have the lock value reset to the minimum when incremented past the maximum. 

Initially, an action space of seven actions was considered where the agent would have the ability 

to increment and decrement the lock values. We found that the agent performed poorly and took 

longer to train compared to the four actions. In this case the action space is defined such that 

action 0 will perform an increase to dial one, action 1 will perform an increase to dial two, action 

2 will perform an increase to dial three, and action 3 will perform an unlock. 

A modified environment of Locker is also defined without an action to perform an unlock. 

Instead, the unlock is performed automatically upon every step taken. In this case, an action 

space of size six is used. Action 0 will perform an increase to dial one, 1 will perform an increase 

to dial two, 2 will perform an increase to dial three, 3 will perform a decrease to dial one, 4 will 

perform a decrease to dial two, and 5 will perform a decrease to dial three, 

Designing the reward function is one of the most important aspects of implementing an 

environment [74]. First, we will define a primary reward as the task we want the agent to 

achieve, such as reaching a goal. A secondary reward would include other optimizations related 

to the problem but are not required to reach the goal. We can choose to have sparse rewards by 

only including a primary reward or shaped rewards where we would include secondary rewards. 

With sparse rewards, most rewards the agent will receive will be 0 and will only be given a 

reward +1 when they reach the goal. Shaped rewards are more informative for the agent, where 

the agent will be given rewards along the way to the goal. However, the rewards may be 

deceptive and lead to an incorrect goal. When designing an environment, it is best to start simple 

with reward shaping but be careful of reward hacking. Reward hacking is when the agent will 
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learn to maximize reward without solving the task. It is also important to normalize the reward 

like what we did with the observation space and action space. 

In WarCAT, the primary goal is to beat the opponent and so this will result in the maximum 

reward of +1. Possible secondary rewards could be distributed though assigning positive rewards 

to winning a single round and negative rewards for losing a single round, however this would not 

be recommended because a winning strategy may be to play lower cards first and lose the 

beginning rounds. If we were to reward shape in this fashion the agent might not learn an optimal 

strategy. Since the main purpose is to beat the opponent after 5 rounds, no secondary rewards 

were assigned and only a reward of +1 is given for winning or +0.5 for a tie. Negative rewards 

are given when the agent loses or plays an invalid card. Otherwise, a reward of 0 is given for 

each round. In this game, the agent may have to learn to sacrifice short term wins through losing 

earlier rounds to receive long term gains by winning the match.  

In Locker, the primary goal is to unlock the lock by inputting the secret combination. This will 

result in a maximum reward of +1. Besides this, a small penalty of -0.25 is given for each action 

to try and prevent the agent from getting stuck and a reward of -1 is given on a timeout. The 

secondary rewards are distributed as an observation with values between -1 and +1, where a 

lower value means that your combination is further away from the target and a higher value 

means your combination is close to unlocking. This is necessary because an agent can receive 

feedback from an unsuccessful unlock to let them know how close they are to unlocking. 

Without this, an agent would have to randomly guess what the unlock combination is.  

There are several ways to decide the termination conditions. Depending on the application, we 

would most likely terminate once we reach the goal. We can also choose to terminate early with 
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a timeout so that we do not get stuck. However, a timeout could break Markov assumption. Also, 

terminating early could lead to reward hacking. For example, if you are penalized at every step 

the agent could learn to fail quickly to minimize this penalty instead of trying to reach the goal. 

WarCAT simply terminates after each player has played 5 cards and Locker would terminate 

once the lock has been unlocked. However, Locker needed a timeout option with a penalty in 

case the agent got stuck selecting the same action repeatedly without unlocking the lock. A 

timeout of 1000 actions was given in Locker, since this would be more than enough to allow for 

a player to unlock the lock given there are only 125 total combinations given 3 dials and 5 values 

on each dial. 

 

4.2 Metrics 

The main measure for the performance of a deep reinforcement learning algorithm is the reward 

[75]. That is, we allow a deep reinforcement learning agent to play the game and sum all the 

obtained rewards until the termination condition is reached. The best performance will be 

determined by the agent that has the highest sum of rewards. In some environments, termination 

itself would be the goal and in that case, we would assign minimal rewards unless the goal is 

reached, and a better performing agent would be able to reach the termination state quicker. 

Therefore, we will use this to track the agent’s performance throughout training and we should 

see the rewards increase as the agent is trained. 

Another metric we could look at is the plot of the loss versus epochs. In general, the loss is a 

summation of the errors made for each example in training or validation sets. The loss implies 
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how well or poorly a certain model behaves after each iteration of optimization. Ideally, one 

would expect the reduction of loss after each iteration. However, due to the nature of deep 

reinforcement learning the loss does not usually stabilize and so it is not as helpful to analyze. 

 

4.3 WarCAT Performance 

First, we will analyze the performance of WarCAT. From Figure 8, we can see that the reward 

starts out low at around -1.5 due to performing mostly random actions and selecting invalid 

cards. Later we see a big jump as the agent starts learning and eventually stabilizes with a reward 

of around +0.5. Due to the player and opponent receiving a random set of cards as their hand it is 

expected that the agent will not be able to win every single game. 

Also, we can look at the following example output and see that WarCAT learned how to counter 

simple bot by playing lower cards first then higher cards later. Looking at the values of 

playerCard and opponentCard, we can see that the player chose lower values first and then 

higher values later: 2, 3, 8, 5 and then 4. The opponent chose cards 12, 10, 6, 2, and then 2. 
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Figure 8 Graph of WarCAT performance 
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[-1.          0.14285715 -0.2857143  -0.5714286  -0.42857143  0.71428573 

 -1.         -0.6       ] 0.0 False {'playerHand': [0, 8, 5, 3, 4], 'opponentHand': [10, 2, 2, 0, 6], 'playerCard': 2, 

'opponentCard': 12, 'playerRoundScore': 0, 'opponentRoundScore': 1, 'playerTotalScore': 0.0, 

'opponentTotalScore': 1.0} 0 

[-1.          0.14285715 -0.2857143  -1.         -0.42857143  0.42857143 

 -1.         -0.2       ] 0.0 False {'playerHand': [0, 8, 5, 0, 4], 'opponentHand': [0, 2, 2, 0, 6], 'playerCard': 3, 

'opponentCard': 10, 'playerRoundScore': 0, 'opponentRoundScore': 1, 'playerTotalScore': 0.0, 

'opponentTotalScore': 2.0} 3 

[-1.         -1.         -0.2857143  -1.         -0.42857143 -0.14285715 

 -0.6        -0.2       ] 0.0 False {'playerHand': [0, 0, 5, 0, 4], 'opponentHand': [0, 2, 2, 0, 0], 'playerCard': 8, 

'opponentCard': 6, 'playerRoundScore': 1, 'opponentRoundScore': 0, 'playerTotalScore': 1.0, 

'opponentTotalScore': 2.0} 1 

[-1.         -1.         -1.         -1.         -0.42857143 -0.71428573 

 -0.2        -0.2       ] 0.0 False {'playerHand': [0, 0, 0, 0, 4], 'opponentHand': [0, 0, 2, 0, 0], 'playerCard': 5, 

'opponentCard': 2, 'playerRoundScore': 1, 'opponentRoundScore': 0, 'playerTotalScore': 2.0, 

'opponentTotalScore': 2.0} 2 

[-1.         -1.         -1.         -1.         -1.         -0.71428573 

  0.2        -0.2       ] 1.0 True {'playerHand': [0, 0, 0, 0, 0], 'opponentHand': [0, 0, 0, 0, 0], 'playerCard': 4, 

'opponentCard': 2, 'playerRoundScore': 1, 'opponentRoundScore': 0, 'playerTotalScore': 3.0, 

'opponentTotalScore': 2.0} 4 

Episode ended, length = 5 

 

Figure 9 Example output from a round of WarCAT 
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4.4 Locker Performance 

 

Figure 10 Graph of Locker performance 

 

Next, we will look at the performance of Locker. Unfortunately, our agent does not learn how to 

play Locker as well as WarCAT. In fact, in the above Figure 10 we can see that the average 

reward decreases as the agent attempts to learn. This means that random actions are performing 

better than when our agent attempts to learn to play the game. By watching the learned agent 

play the game, we can see why this is the case. There were several different behaviors noticed 

depending on how much the agent is trained. In one case where the agent is not trained for long 

enough the agent gets stuck performing the same action of changing one of the locks over and 
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over until it reaches the timeout. Another case is where the agent tries to guess what the correct 

locker combination is (For example the agent will change the combination to 4-3-2) and if this 

combination is incorrect, the agent will continually try to unlock until it reaches the timeout. In 

both cases, the agent displays a lack of flexibility in correcting its behavior when it is unable to 

know what the correct combination is. Therefore, performing random actions would lead to a 

better outcome because there is a chance that it will randomly find the correct combination as 

opposed to always timing out. 

There are several reasons why we believe the performance of Locker is poor. One reason which 

was alluded to earlier is that Locker does not satisfy the Markov property due to the correct 

combination being hidden. To attempt to remedy this, frame stacking was implemented in a 

similar manner that was done in DeepMind’s agent that learned to play Atari Breakout. That is, 

the past four observations are used as an input into the model as opposed to only one 

observation. The purpose for this is to give the model some form of memory of past recent 

actions. In theory, knowing past unsuccessful unlocks should allow the model to adapt and 

modify its strategy. Unfortunately, the same poor performance was observed even when frame 

stacking was implemented. It is possible frame stacking did not work due to the constraints of 

the action space’s ability to affect the environment in each step. That is, since a single action will 

only perform one unit increase or decrease on a lock it is possible that four observations in the 

past would not be enough for the agent to know another possible combination to try. Therefore, 

some ways to try and correct this behavior would be to modify the action space in such a way 

that bigger increments in the lock value would be possible. For example, the agent could have 

the ability to change a lock value from one to four in a single step. Additionally, the number of 
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frames in the frame stacking could be increased which would give the agent more memory of 

past plays. However, this also introduces the argument of how much memory we should give to 

make the agent’s performance similar to a human player. That is, a human player experiencing 

MCI would have a lower amount of memory than a player without MCI. However, a lightly 

trained agent may not use the memory to their full advantage anyways. 

Some more reasons for the poor performance could be due to the design of the environment. For 

example, the unlock being programmed as a separate action. That is, we expect to see better 

performance if there were only three actions in total for changing the locks. The unlock action 

would then be performed automatically after each change to the lock. This modification would 

remove a part of the complexity of the game since it would be easier to come across the correct 

combination randomly as opposed to strategically choosing a combination based on how close 

you were with the previous unlock action. 

Another environment design choice that could affect performance would be the choice of actions 

that change the locks. One option would be to have three actions that only increment the lock 

value, and then rollover back to the minimum lock value once incremented past the maximum 

value. Another option is to give the ability to increment or decrement the locks but incrementing 

past the maximum or decrementing past the minimum would result in no change of the lock. 

Each of these options seem to be essentially equivalent, however it is arguable that the model 

could have problems in either case. For example, in option one the rollover of the locks could 

cause issues and in option two having more actions may make it more difficult for the model to 

learn. 
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Figure 11 Graph of Locker with a fixed combination performance 

 

Due to the poor performance of the original Locker game, we made an easier version of the same 

game where the correct combination is always the same (5-5-5). As can be seen in Figure 11, the 

agent can quickly learn the right combination and afterwards is able to consistently perform the 

minimum set of actions needed to get to the correct combination and unlock. However, this is a 

trivial game to learn since the set of actions for a winning condition are always the same.  
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Figure 12 Graph of Locker with “no unlock” and “no rollover” performance 

 

Another version of Locker that was tested was a version where the environment was modified to 

have no unlocking and no rollover. That is, there were six actions the agent could perform: three 

for incrementing the locks and three for decrementing the locks. If a lock was incremented past 

the maximum or decremented past the minimum, then no change would occur. An unlock would 

automatically be attempted after every action performed. Figure 12 shows the performance after 

training, and we can see that after around 700000 steps the model seems to be learning how to 

solve the lock with a score of around -10. If only one of these environment modifications were 

present, then the performance was poor and like that in Figure 10. 
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Additionally, the stable-baselines3 library was used to try different RL algorithms outlined in 

Section 2.2 RL Algorithms. One of the algorithms used was the PPO algorithm due to the 

recommendation of increased performance. However, we noticed similar performance with the 

PPO algorithm and our DQN algorithm across all games including the poor performance of the 

Locker game. One reason for similar performance would be that our games are simple compared 

to the games RL algorithms are typically used to learn. This includes Atari games such as Pac-

Man which is more complicated than our games and requires the use of convolutional networks 

since its observation space is the image of the game screen. Additionally, a reason for the poor 

performance of Locker could be that all the outlined RL algorithms assume the Markov property 

which is not met. That is, history in the Locker game may be much more important than the 

WarCAT game and has a large effect on its performance which is not yet resolved with other RL 

algorithms. 

5 Conclusion 

In conclusion, we were able to describe, implement and train an agent using Deep Q Networks to 

learn how to play serious games WarCAT and Locker. The agent was able to learn to play 

WarCAT successfully and modified versions of Locker could also be played at an acceptable 

performance. In WarCAT, the agent was able to use a strategy of playing lower cards first to 

counter the simple AI who would play cards from highest to lowest. The agent was able to play a 

trivial version of Locker where the correct combination was always the same. In this version, the 

agent will eventually learn what the correct combination is and then always use the minimum 

amount of moves to unlock. The agent was unable to play the original version of Locker when 

the correct combination was randomly decided. In this version of Locker, the agent will end up 
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getting stuck performing the same action until it reaches the timeout. With modifications to the 

environment, Locker can learn to play with a decent performance. Hopefully future 

developments in this field will allow for more robust implementations with improved 

performance of the Locker game. 

In regard to generating synthetic game play data, the RL agent playing WarCAT can 

immediately be used to generate game play data as a function of learning. These synthetic game 

play data would be of sufficient volume and could then be used as a means to classify real game 

play from people. This clearly would not address the effectiveness of helping to assess MCI but 

would help support the premise that serious games play data may lend itself to ML classification. 

In this scenario a lightly trained agent would be analogous to a person with greater cognitive 

difficulty whereas a highly trained agent would be analogous to a person experiencing no 

cognitive difficulty. The most interesting aspects leaned that map to our experience in problem 

solving are strategies that are learned and relatively complex behaviours such as sacrificing 

multiple low cards or playing high cards in an attempt to find out the highest card played by the 

bot. 

The results for Locker were less useful in generating synthetic data for similar purposes. 
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6 Future Work and Considerations 

The performance of the models relied heavily on the design of the environment within the 

OpenAI Gym framework. An initial consideration was to use the Open AI Universe platform 

[76]. This platform would allow training of an agent using only the pixel data from the actual 

game and therefore designing a custom environment would not be required. Unfortunately 

support for this platform has been abandoned as of March 5, 2017. If support for this platform or 

another similar platform would open in the future a more robust implementation of a deep 

reinforcement learning model could be possible that does not rely on the design of the 

environment within the OpenAI Gym framework. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A Code/Pseudo-Code 

The code presented here was used in multiple instances with varying parameters. The parameters 

in this presented code may be only one of many different runs with differing parameters. The 

code that is given here is not fully comprehensive of what was used. However, it should provide 

a summary of the used code.  

Dqn.py 

import os 

import random 

import gym 

import pylab 

import numpy as np 

from collections import deque 

from tensorflow.keras.models import Model, load_model 

from tensorflow.keras.layers import Input, Dense, Lambda, Add 

from tensorflow.keras.optimizers import Adam, RMSprop 

from tensorflow.keras import backend as K 

import WarCAT_env 

import Locker_env 

 

def DQNModel(input_shape, action_space, dueling): 

    X_input = Input(input_shape) 

    X = X_input 

 

    # 'Dense' is the basic form of a neural network layer 

    # Input Layer of state size(4) and Hidden Layer with 512 nodes 

    X = Dense(512, input_shape=input_shape, activation="relu", kernel_initializer='he_uniform')(X) 

 

    # Hidden layer with 256 nodes 

    X = Dense(256, activation="relu", kernel_initializer='he_uniform')(X) 

 

    # Hidden layer with 64 nodes 

    X = Dense(64, activation="relu", kernel_initializer='he_uniform')(X) 

 

    if dueling: 

        state_value = Dense(1, kernel_initializer='he_uniform')(X) 

        state_value = Lambda(lambda s: K.expand_dims(s[:, 0], -1), 

output_shape=(action_space,))(state_value) 
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        action_advantage = Dense(action_space, kernel_initializer='he_uniform')(X) 

        action_advantage = Lambda(lambda a: a[:, :] - K.mean(a[:, :], keepdims=True), 

output_shape=(action_space,))( 

            action_advantage) 

 

        X = Add()([state_value, action_advantage]) 

    else: 

        # Output Layer with # of actions: 2 nodes (left, right) 

        X = Dense(action_space, activation="linear", kernel_initializer='he_uniform')(X) 

 

    model = Model(inputs=X_input, outputs=X) 

    model.compile(loss="mean_squared_error", optimizer=RMSprop(lr=0.00025, rho=0.95, 

epsilon=0.01), 

                  metrics=["accuracy"]) 

 

    model.summary() 

    return model 

 

 

class DQNAgent: 

    def __init__(self, env_name): 

        self.env_name = env_name 

        self.env = WarCAT_env.WarCATGameEnv() 

        self.state_size = self.env.observation_space.shape[0] 

        self.action_size = self.env.action_space.n 

 

        self.EPISODES = 10000 

        self.memory = deque(maxlen=4000) 

        self.gamma = 0.95  # discount rate 

 

        # Exploration hyperparameters for epsilon and epsilon greedy strategy 

        self.epsilon = 1.0  # exploration probability at start 

        self.epsilon_min = 0.01  # minimum exploration probability 

        self.epsilon_decay = 0.00005  # exponential decay rate for exploration prob 

 

        self.batch_size = 64 

 

        # defining model parameters 

        self.ddqn = True  # use double deep q network 

        self.Soft_Update = False  # use soft parameter update 

        self.dueling = True  # use dueling network 

        self.epsilon_greedy = True  # use epsilon greedy strategy 

 

        self.TAU = 0.1  # target network soft update hyperparameter 

 

        self.Save_Path = 'Models' 

        if not os.path.exists(self.Save_Path): os.makedirs(self.Save_Path) 

        self.scores, self.episodes, self.average = [], [], [] 
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        self.Model_name = os.path.join(self.Save_Path, self.env_name + "_e_greedy.h5") 

 

        # create main model and target model 

        self.model = DQNModel(input_shape=(self.state_size,), action_space=self.action_size, 

dueling=self.dueling) 

        self.target_model = DQNModel(input_shape=(self.state_size,), action_space=self.action_size, 

                                     dueling=self.dueling) 

 

    # after some time interval update the target model to be same with model 

    def update_target_model(self): 

        if not self.Soft_Update and self.ddqn: 

            self.target_model.set_weights(self.model.get_weights()) 

            return 

        if self.Soft_Update and self.ddqn: 

            q_model_theta = self.model.get_weights() 

            target_model_theta = self.target_model.get_weights() 

            counter = 0 

            for q_weight, target_weight in zip(q_model_theta, target_model_theta): 

                target_weight = target_weight * (1 - self.TAU) + q_weight * self.TAU 

                target_model_theta[counter] = target_weight 

                counter += 1 

            self.target_model.set_weights(target_model_theta) 

 

    def remember(self, state, action, reward, next_state, done): 

        experience = state, action, reward, next_state, done 

        self.memory.append((experience)) 

 

    def act(self, state, decay_step): 

        # Epsilon greedy strategy 

        if self.epsilon_greedy: 

            # Use an improved version of epsilon greedy strategy for Q-learning 

            explore_probability = self.epsilon_min + (self.epsilon - self.epsilon_min) * np.exp( 

                -self.epsilon_decay * decay_step) 

        # Epsilon strategy 

        else: 

            if self.epsilon > self.epsilon_min: 

                self.epsilon *= (1 - self.epsilon_decay) 

            explore_probability = self.epsilon 

 

        if explore_probability > np.random.rand(): 

            # Make a random action (exploration) 

            return random.randrange(self.action_size), explore_probability 

        else: 

            # Get action from Q-network (exploitation) 

            # Estimate the Qs values state 

            # Take the biggest Q value (= the best action) 

            return np.argmax(self.model.predict(state)), explore_probability 

 

    def replay(self): 
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        if len(self.memory) < self.batch_size: 

            return 

        # Randomly sample minibatch from the memory 

        minibatch = random.sample(self.memory, self.batch_size) 

 

        state = np.zeros((self.batch_size, self.state_size)) 

        next_state = np.zeros((self.batch_size, self.state_size)) 

        action, reward, done = [], [], [] 

 

        # do this before prediction 

        # for speedup, this could be done on the tensor level 

        # but easier to understand using a loop 

        for i in range(self.batch_size): 

            state[i] = minibatch[i][0] 

            action.append(minibatch[i][1]) 

            reward.append(minibatch[i][2]) 

            next_state[i] = minibatch[i][3] 

            done.append(minibatch[i][4]) 

 

        # do batch prediction to save speed 

        # predict Q-values for starting state using the main network 

        target = self.model.predict(state) 

        # predict best action in ending state using the main network 

        target_next = self.model.predict(next_state) 

        # predict Q-values for ending state using the target network 

        target_val = self.target_model.predict(next_state) 

 

        for i in range(len(minibatch)): 

            # correction on the Q value for the action used 

            if done[i]: 

                target[i][action[i]] = reward[i] 

            else: 

                if self.ddqn:  # Double - DQN 

                    # current Q Network selects the action 

                    # a'_max = argmax_a' Q(s', a') 

                    a = np.argmax(target_next[i]) 

                    # target Q Network evaluates the action 

                    # Q_max = Q_target(s', a'_max) 

                    target[i][action[i]] = reward[i] + self.gamma * (target_val[i][a]) 

                else:  # Standard - DQN 

                    # DQN chooses the max Q value among next actions 

                    # selection and evaluation of action is on the target Q Network 

                    # Q_max = max_a' Q_target(s', a') 

                    target[i][action[i]] = reward[i] + self.gamma * (np.amax(target_next[i])) 

 

        # Train the Neural Network with batches 

        self.model.fit(state, target, batch_size=self.batch_size, verbose=0) 

 

    def load(self, name): 
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        self.model = load_model(name) 

 

    def save(self, name): 

        self.model.save(name) 

 

    pylab.figure(figsize=(18, 9)) 

 

    def PlotModel(self, score, episode, name): 

        self.scores.append(score) 

        self.episodes.append(episode) 

        self.average.append(sum(self.scores[-50:]) / len(self.scores[-50:])) 

        pylab.plot(self.episodes, self.average, 'r') 

        pylab.plot(self.episodes, self.scores, 'b') 

        pylab.ylabel('Score', fontsize=18) 

        pylab.xlabel('Steps', fontsize=18) 

        dqn = 'DQN_' 

        softupdate = '' 

        dueling = '' 

        greedy = '' 

        if self.ddqn: dqn = 'DDQN_' 

        if self.Soft_Update: softupdate = '_soft' 

        if self.dueling: dueling = '_Dueling' 

        if self.epsilon_greedy: greedy = '_Greedy' 

        try: 

            pylab.savefig(dqn + self.env_name + softupdate + dueling + greedy + name + ".png") 

        except OSError: 

            pass 

 

        return str(self.average[-1])[:5] 

 

    def train(self): 

        decay_step = 0 

        for e in range(self.EPISODES): 

            state = self.env.reset() 

            state = np.reshape(state, [1, self.state_size]) 

            done = False 

            i = 0 

            reward_sum = 0 

            while not done: 

                # self.env.render() 

                decay_step += 1 

                action, explore_probability = self.act(state, decay_step) 

                next_state, reward, done, _ = self.env.step(action) 

                next_state = np.reshape(next_state, [1, self.state_size]) 

                self.remember(state, action, reward, next_state, done) 

                state = next_state 

                i += 1 

                reward_sum += reward 

                if done: 
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                    # every step update target model 

                    self.update_target_model() 

 

                    # every episode, plot the result 

                    average = self.PlotModel(reward_sum, e, "-train") 

 

                    print("episode: {}/{}, score: {}, e: {:.2}, average: {}".format(e, self.EPISODES, 

reward_sum, 

                                                                                    explore_probability, average)) 

                    print("Saving trained model to", self.Model_name) 

                    self.save(self.Model_name) 

 

                self.replay() 

 

    def test(self): 

        self.load(self.Model_name) 

        for e in range(self.EPISODES): 

            state = self.env.reset() 

            state = np.reshape(state, [1, self.state_size]) 

            done = False 

            i = 0 

            reward_sum = 0 

            while not done: 

                # self.env.render() 

                action = np.argmax(self.model.predict(state)) 

                next_state, reward, done, _ = self.env.step(action) 

                state = np.reshape(next_state, [1, self.state_size]) 

                i += 1 

                reward_sum += reward 

                if done: 

                    average = self.PlotModel(reward_sum, e, "-test") 

                    print("episode: {}/{}, score: {}, average: {}".format(e, self.EPISODES, reward_sum, 

average)) 

                    break 

 

 

if __name__ == "__main__": 

    env_name = 'WarCAT' 

    agent = DQNAgent(env_name) 

    agent.train() 

    agent.test() 

 

 

Stable_baselines3-dqn-warcat.py 

from stable_baselines3 import DQN 

import WarCAT_env 
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ENV = WarCAT_env.WarCATGameEnv() 

MODEL_TIMESTEPS = 1000000 

NUM_TEST_ACTIONS = 10000 

MODEL_FILENAME = "dqn-warcat" 

 

 

model = DQN("MlpPolicy", ENV, device="cuda", verbose=1, 

tensorboard_log="./dqn_warcat_tensorboard/") 

# model = PPO.load(MODEL_FILENAME, env=env) 

model.learn(total_timesteps=MODEL_TIMESTEPS) 

model.save(MODEL_FILENAME) 

 

obs = ENV.reset() 

ep_len = 0 

for i in range(NUM_TEST_ACTIONS): 

    action, _states = model.predict(obs, deterministic=True) 

    obs, reward, done, info = ENV.step(action) 

    print(obs, reward, done, info, action) 

    ep_len += 1 

    if done: 

        obs = ENV.reset() 

        print("Episode ended, length = " + str(ep_len)) 

        ep_len = 0 

 

ENV.close() 

 

Stable_baselines3-dqn-locker.py 

from stable_baselines3 import DQN 

import Locker_env 

 

ENV = Locker_env.LockerGameEnv() 

MODEL_TIMESTEPS = 1000000 

NUM_TEST_ACTIONS = 10000 

MODEL_FILENAME = "dqn-locker" 

 

 

model = DQN("MlpPolicy", ENV, device="cuda", verbose=1, 

tensorboard_log="./dqn_locker_tensorboard/") 

# model = PPO.load(MODEL_FILENAME, env=env) 

model.learn(total_timesteps=MODEL_TIMESTEPS) 

model.save(MODEL_FILENAME) 

 

obs = ENV.reset() 

ep_len = 0 

for i in range(NUM_TEST_ACTIONS): 

    action, _states = model.predict(obs, deterministic=True) 

    obs, reward, done, info = ENV.step(action) 
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    print(obs, reward, done, info, action) 

    ep_len += 1 

    if done: 

        obs = ENV.reset() 

        print("Episode ended, length = " + str(ep_len)) 

        ep_len = 0 

 

ENV.close() 

 

WarCAT_env.py 

import numpy as np 

import gym 

from gym import spaces 

from collections.abc import Iterable 

 

 

def normalize(x, minx, maxx, lower, upper): 

    # return 2*((x-minx)/(maxx-minx)) - 1 

    return (upper-lower)*(x-minx)/(maxx-minx) + lower 

 

 

def normalize_card(x): 

    return normalize(x, 0, 14, -1, 1) 

 

 

def reverse_normalize_card(x): 

    return normalize(x, -1, 1, 0, 14) 

 

 

def normalize_reward(x): 

    return normalize(x, -2.0, 2.0, -1, 1) 

 

 

def normalize_score_basic(x): 

    return normalize(x, 0, 5, -1, 1) 

 

 

def normalize_score_advanced(x): 

    return normalize(x, 0, 60, -1, 1) 

 

 

def flatten(l): 

    for el in l: 

        if isinstance(el, Iterable) and not isinstance(el, (str, bytes)): 

            yield from flatten(el) 

        else: 

            yield el 
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class WarCATGameEnv(gym.Env): 

 

    def __init__(self): 

        # Start with 5 actions; pick from one of your cards. 

        # As the game progress, this will have to change since the number of cards will decrease as you 

choose one. 

        self._action_spec = 5 

        # Your observation is your own cards (between 2 and 13), the card your opponent played, your 

score and your 

        # opponent's score. 

        # As the game progresses, after you play a card it's value will become a '0'. 

        self._observation_spec = 8 

        # Observation spec contains your 5 cards in your hand, your opponent's played card, 

        # your current score and the opponent's current score 

        self.action_space = spaces.Discrete(self._action_spec) 

        self.observation_space = spaces.Box(low=-1.0, high=1.0, shape=(self._observation_spec,), 

dtype="float32") 

 

        self._totalScore = 0.0 

        self._totalOpponentScore = 0.0 

        self._deck = DeckOfCards() 

        self._deck.shuffleDeck(1000) 

        # Player always get dealt cards first 

        self._playerHand = self._deck.dealFive() 

        self._opponentHand = self._deck.dealFive() 

        self._memory = "" 

        self._memory += ("Test_init player hand: " + str(self._playerHand) + " bot hand: " + str( 

            self._opponentHand) + " score: " + str(self._totalScore) + " opponent score: " + 

str(self._totalOpponentScore) +"\n") 

        self._episode_ended = False 

 

    def action_spec(self): 

        return self._action_spec 

 

    def observation_spec(self): 

        return self._observation_spec 

 

    def get_obs(self, opval): 

        obs = [] 

        for x in self._playerHand: 

            obs.append(normalize_card(x)) 

        obs.append(normalize_card(opval)) 

        obs.append(normalize_score_basic(self._totalScore)) 

        obs.append(normalize_score_basic(self._totalOpponentScore)) 

        return obs 

 

    def reset(self): 
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        self._totalScore = 0.0 

        self._totalOpponentScore = 0.0 

        self._deck = DeckOfCards() 

        self._deck.shuffleDeck(1000) 

        # Player always get dealt cards first 

        self._playerHand = self._deck.dealFive() 

        self._opponentHand = self._deck.dealFive() 

        self._episode_ended = False 

        self._memory += ("Test_reset player hand: " + str(self._playerHand) + " bot hand: " + str( 

            self._opponentHand) + " score: " + str(self._totalScore) + " opponent score: " + 

str(self._totalOpponentScore) +"\n") 

        self._info = {"playerHand":self._playerHand, "opponentHand":self._opponentHand} 

        # observation 

        # obs = list(flatten([self._playerHand, 0, self._totalScore, self._totalOpponentScore])) 

        return np.array(self.get_obs(0), dtype="float32") 

 

    # Two ways of handling the score: 

    # https://datascience.stackexchange.com/questions/28858/card-game-for-gym-reward-shaping 

    # 1. Once you play a card, update the observation of that card to be a 0, and then modify the action 

space 

    # such that you can no longer play that card. 

    # 2. Allow the model to play using any card. If an invalid card is played, do not continue to the next 

turn and 

    # apply a penalty to the score. 

    # I used option 2. 

    def step(self, action): 

        if self._episode_ended: 

            # The last action ended the episode. Ignore the current action and start 

            # a new episode. 

            return self.reset() 

 

        if action == 0: 

            # Do first action 

            playerValue = self._playerHand[0] 

            self._playerHand[0] = 0 

        elif action == 1: 

            # Do second action 

            playerValue = self._playerHand[1] 

            self._playerHand[1] = 0 

        elif action == 2: 

            # Do second action 

            playerValue = self._playerHand[2] 

            self._playerHand[2] = 0 

        elif action == 3: 

            # Do second action 

            playerValue = self._playerHand[3] 

            self._playerHand[3] = 0 

        elif action == 4: 

            # Do second action 
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            playerValue = self._playerHand[4] 

            self._playerHand[4] = 0 

        else: 

            raise ValueError('`action` should be between 0 to 4.') 

 

        # Remove a random card from our hand if we selected an invalid card 

        if playerValue == 0: 

            self._memory += ("Invalid card from player hand selected. Action = " + str(action)+ "\n") 

            # Remove a card from the player's hand as a penalty 

            i = 0 

            for card in self._playerHand: 

                if card != 0: 

                    self._playerHand[i] = 0 

                    break 

                i = i + 1 

            # observation, reward, done, info 

            self._info = {"playerHand": self._playerHand, "opponentHand": self._opponentHand, 

"playerValue":playerValue} 

 

        # Get the bot's card 

        opponentValue = self._botPlaySimple() 

 

        playerScoreRound = self._calculateScore(playerValue, opponentValue) 

        opponentScoreRound = self._calculateScore(opponentValue, playerValue) 

        self._totalScore += playerScoreRound 

        self._totalOpponentScore += opponentScoreRound 

 

        self._memory += ("Player card: " + str(playerValue) + ", Opponent card: " + str(opponentValue) + 

                        ", player round score: " + str(playerScoreRound) + 

                        ", opponent round score: " + str(opponentScoreRound) + 

                        ", player total score: " + str(self._totalScore) + 

                        ", opponent total score: " + str(self._totalOpponentScore) + "\n") 

 

        self._info = {"playerHand": self._playerHand, "opponentHand": self._opponentHand, 

"playerCard":playerValue, "opponentCard":opponentValue, "playerRoundScore":playerScoreRound, 

"opponentRoundScore":opponentScoreRound, "playerTotalScore":self._totalScore, 

"opponentTotalScore":self._totalOpponentScore} 

 

        if self._playerHand.count(0) >= 5: 

            # If we have played all of our cards, then the game is over. 

            if self._totalScore > self._totalOpponentScore: 

                # Win 

                reward = 2.0 

                self._memory += "Game has ended. Player won\n" 

            elif self._totalScore == self._totalOpponentScore: 

                # Tie 

                reward = 1.0 

                self._memory += "Game has ended. Tie\n" 

            else: 
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                # Lose 

                reward = -1.0 

                self._memory += "Game has ended. Opponent won\n" 

            self._episode_ended = True 

            # observation, reward, done, info 

            return np.array(self.get_obs(opponentValue), dtype="float32"), normalize_reward(reward), 

True, self._info 

 

        elif playerValue == 0: 

            # Assign penalty if we selected an invalid card 

            return np.array(self.get_obs(opponentValue), dtype="float32"), normalize_reward(-2.0), False, 

self._info 

 

        else: 

            # not the end yet, go to the next play 

            self._memory += "Go to the next round.\n" 

            # observation, reward, done, info 

            return np.array(self.get_obs(opponentValue), dtype="float32"), normalize_reward(0.0), False, 

self._info 

 

    # Simple bot will always play cards from highest to lowest 

    def _botPlaySimple(self): 

        highestCardIndex = self._opponentHand.index(max(self._opponentHand)) 

        highestCardValue = self._opponentHand[highestCardIndex] 

        self._opponentHand[highestCardIndex] = 0 

        return highestCardValue 

 

    def _calculateScore(self, playerVal, opponentVal): 

        # Use only one of these types of scoring. 

        returnScore = 0 

        # 1. Basic scoring: you score 1 point if you beat the opponent's card 

        if playerVal > opponentVal: 

            returnScore += 1 

        # # 2. Advanced Scoring: more points for a card close in value to the opponent's card 

        # if playerVal > opponentVal: 

        #     returnScore = 13 - (playerVal - opponentVal) 

        return returnScore 

 

 

class DeckOfCards: 

 

    def __init__(self): 

        self._deck = [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 2, 3, 4, 

                      5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] 

        self._workingDeck = self._deck 

        self._deckIndex = 0 

 

    def dealFive(self): 

        dealHand = [] 
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        for i in range(5): 

            dealHand.append(self._workingDeck[self._deckIndex]) 

            self._deckIndex += 1 

        return dealHand 

 

    def shuffleDeck(self, iterations): 

        for i in range(iterations): 

            index1 = np.random.randint(0, 52) 

            index2 =  np.random.randint(0, 52) 

            temp = self._workingDeck[index1] 

            self._workingDeck[index1] = self._workingDeck[index2] 

            self._workingDeck[index2] = temp 

        self._deckIndex = 0 

 

    def resetDeck(self): 

        self._workingDeck = self._deck 

        self._deckIndex = 0 

 

Locker_env.py 

import numpy as np 

import gym 

from gym import spaces 

 

 

def normalize(x, minx, maxx, lower, upper): 

    #return 2*((x-minx)/(maxx-minx)) - 1 

    return (upper-lower)*(x-minx)/(maxx-minx) + lower 

 

 

def normalize_dial(x): 

    return normalize(x, 1, 5, -1, 1) 

 

 

def reverse_normalize_dial(x): 

    return normalize(x, -1, 1, 1, 5) 

 

 

def normalize_score(x): 

    return normalize(x, 3, 15, -1, 1) 

 

 

def reverse_normalize_score(x): 

    return normalize(x, -1, 1, 3, 15) 

 

 

def normalize_reward(x): 

    return normalize(x, -100, 100, -1, 1) 
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class LockerGameEnv(gym.Env): 

    def __init__(self): 

        self._action_spec = 4  # Total number of actions you can take 

        self._observation_spec = 4  # Total number of observations that will be returned 

        self.action_space = spaces.Discrete(self._action_spec) 

        self.observation_space = spaces.Box(low=-1.0, high=1.0, shape=(self._observation_spec,), 

dtype="float32") 

        self.payoffMatrix = [[1, 5, 4, 3, 2], [2, 1, 5, 4, 3], [3, 2, 1, 5, 4], [4, 3, 2, 1, 5], [5, 4, 3, 2, 1]] 

        self._dial_one = 1 

        self._dial_two = 1 

        self._dial_three = 1 

        self._random_one = np.random.randint(1, 6) 

        self._random_two = np.random.randint(1, 6) 

        self._random_three = np.random.randint(1, 6) 

        self._score = 0.0 

        self._highest_score = 0.0 

        self._penalty = 0.0 

        self._episode_ended = False 

        self._memory = "" 

        self._memory += ("Test_init dial_one: " + str(self._dial_one) + " dial_two: " + str(self._dial_two) 

+ " dial_three: " + str(self._dial_three) + "\n") 

        self._memory += ("Test_init random_one: " + str(self._random_one) + " random_two: " + 

str(self._random_two) + " random_three: " + str(self._random_three) + "\n") 

        self._info = {"dial_one": self._dial_one, "dial_two": self._dial_two, "dial_three": self._dial_three, 

"soln_one": self.solver(self._random_one), "soln_two": self.solver(self._random_two), "soln_three": 

self.solver(self._random_three), "num_actions":self._penalty} 

 

    def solver(self, x): 

        x = x - 1 

        solution = -1 

        for i in range(0,5): 

            if self.payoffMatrix[i][x] == 5: 

                solution = i 

        return solution + 1 

 

    def action_spec(self): 

        return self._action_spec 

 

    def observation_spec(self): 

        return self._observation_spec 

 

    def state(self): 

        return [self._dial_one, self._dial_two, self._dial_three, self._score] 

 

    def reset(self): 

        self.payoffMatrix = [[1, 5, 4, 3, 2], [2, 1, 5, 4, 3], [3, 2, 1, 5, 4], [4, 3, 2, 1, 5], [5, 4, 3, 2, 1]] 

        self._dial_one = 1 
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        self._dial_two = 1 

        self._dial_three = 1 

        self._random_one = np.random.randint(1, 6) 

        self._random_two = np.random.randint(1, 6) 

        self._random_three = np.random.randint(1, 6) 

        self._score = 3.0 

        self._highest_score = 3.0 

        self._penalty = 0.0 

        self._episode_ended = False 

        self._memory += ("Test_reset dial_one: " + str(self._dial_one) + " dial_two: " + 

str(self._dial_two) + " dial_three: " + str(self._dial_three) + "\n") 

        self._memory += ("Test_reset random_one: " + str(self._random_one) + " random_two: " + 

str(self._random_two) + " random_three: " + str(self._random_three) + "\n") 

        # return ts.restart(np.array([self._dial_one, self._dial_two, self._dial_three, self._score, 

self._penalty], 

        #                            dtype=np.int32)) 

        # observation 

        self._info = {"dial_one": self._dial_one, "dial_two": self._dial_two, "dial_three": self._dial_three, 

"soln_one": self.solver(self._random_one), "soln_two": self.solver(self._random_two), "soln_three": 

self.solver(self._random_three), "num_actions":self._penalty} 

        return np.array([normalize_dial(self._dial_one), normalize_dial(self._dial_two), 

normalize_dial(self._dial_three), normalize_score(self._score)], dtype="float32") 

 

    def step(self, action): 

        if self._episode_ended: 

            # The last action ended the episode. Ignore the current action and start 

            # a new episode. 

            return self.reset() 

 

        new_score = 0 

        reward = 0 

        self._penalty = self._penalty + 1 

        if action == 0: 

            self._memory += ("Performed action: dial one increase\n") 

            self._dial_one = self._dial_one + 1 if self._dial_one < 5 else 1 

        elif action == 1: 

            self._memory += ("Performed action: dial two increase\n") 

            self._dial_two = self._dial_two + 1 if self._dial_two < 5 else 1 

        elif action == 2: 

            self._memory += ("Performed action: dial three increase\n") 

            self._dial_three = self._dial_three + 1 if self._dial_three < 5 else 1 

        elif action == 3: 

            # 1. Get score from payoff matrix 

            new_score = self.payoffMatrix[self._dial_one - 1][self._random_one - 1] + \ 

                          self.payoffMatrix[self._dial_two - 1][self._random_two - 1] + \ 

                          self.payoffMatrix[self._dial_three - 1][self._random_three - 1] 

            # 2. Simple scoring for testing 

            # new_score = self._dial_one + self._dial_two + self._dial_three 
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            reward = new_score - self._highest_score 

            if new_score > self._highest_score: 

                self._highest_score = new_score 

            self._score = new_score 

            self._memory += ("Performed action: attempt unlock. Score = " + str(self._score) + " Current 

number of attempts: " + str(self._penalty) + "\n") 

 

        else: 

            raise ValueError('`action` should be between 0 and 3.') 

 

        self._memory += ("Test_step dial_one: " + str(self._dial_one) + " dial_two: " + str(self._dial_two) 

+ 

                     " dial_three: " + str(self._dial_three) + "\n") 

        self._info = {"dial_one": self._dial_one, "dial_two": self._dial_two, "dial_three": self._dial_three, 

"soln_one": self.solver(self._random_one), "soln_two": self.solver(self._random_two), "soln_three": 

self.solver(self._random_three), "num_actions":self._penalty} 

 

        if self._score >= 15: 

            self._memory += ("Unlock successful. Number of unlock attempts:" + str(self._penalty) + 

"\n\n") 

            # observation, reward, done, info 

            self._episode_ended = True 

            # return [self._dial_one, self._dial_two, self._dial_three, self._score], (5*5*5 - self._penalty), 

True, self._memory 

            return np.array([normalize_dial(self._dial_one), normalize_dial(self._dial_two), 

normalize_dial(self._dial_three), normalize_score(self._score)], dtype="float32"), 

normalize_reward(100.0), True, self._info 

 

        elif (1000 - self._penalty) <= 0: 

            self._memory += ("Unlock unsuccessful. Maximum attempts reached:" + str(self._penalty) + 

"\n\n") 

            self._episode_ended = True 

            # return [self._dial_one, self._dial_two, self._dial_three, self._score], 0, True, self._memory 

            return np.array([normalize_dial(self._dial_one), normalize_dial(self._dial_two), 

normalize_dial(self._dial_three), normalize_score(self._score)], dtype="float32"), normalize_reward(-

100.0), True, self._info 

 

        elif action == 3: 

            # return ts.transition(np.array([self._dial_one, self._dial_two, self._dial_three, self._score, 

self._penalty], 

            #                               dtype=np.int32), reward=reward, discount=1.0) 

            # observation, reward, done, info 

            # Reward structure 1: 

            # return [self._dial_one, self._dial_two, self._dial_three, self._score], reward, False, 

self._memory 

            # Reward structure 2: return a -1 on unsuccessful unlock 

            return np.array([normalize_dial(self._dial_one), normalize_dial(self._dial_two), 

normalize_dial(self._dial_three), normalize_score(self._score)], dtype="float32"), normalize_reward(-

25.0), False, self._info 
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        else: 

            # return ts.transition(np.array([self._dial_one, self._dial_two, self._dial_three, self._score, 

self._penalty], 

            #                               dtype=np.int32), reward=0.0, discount=1.0) 

            # observation, reward, done, info 

            return np.array([normalize_dial(self._dial_one), normalize_dial(self._dial_two), 

normalize_dial(self._dial_three), normalize_score(self._score)], dtype="float32"), normalize_reward(-

25.0), False, self._info 

 

Locker_env_nounlock_norollover.py 

import numpy as np 

import gym 

from gym import spaces 

 

 

def normalize(x, minx, maxx, lower, upper): 

    #return 2*((x-minx)/(maxx-minx)) - 1 

    return (upper-lower)*(x-minx)/(maxx-minx) + lower 

 

 

def normalize_dial(x): 

    return normalize(x, 1, 5, -1, 1) 

 

 

def reverse_normalize_dial(x): 

    return normalize(x, -1, 1, 1, 5) 

 

 

def normalize_score(x): 

    return normalize(x, 3, 15, -1, 1) 

 

 

def reverse_normalize_score(x): 

    return normalize(x, -1, 1, 3, 15) 

 

 

def normalize_reward(x): 

    return normalize(x, -100, 100, -1, 1) 

 

 

class LockerGameEnv(gym.Env): 

    def __init__(self): 

        self._action_spec = 6  # Total number of actions you can take 

        self._observation_spec = 4  # Total number of observations that will be returned 

        self.action_space = spaces.Discrete(self._action_spec) 
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        self.observation_space = spaces.Box(low=-1.0, high=1.0, shape=(self._observation_spec,), 

dtype="float32") 

        self.payoffMatrix = [[1, 5, 4, 3, 2], [2, 1, 5, 4, 3], [3, 2, 1, 5, 4], [4, 3, 2, 1, 5], [5, 4, 3, 2, 1]] 

        self._dial_one = 1 

        self._dial_two = 1 

        self._dial_three = 1 

        self._random_one = np.random.randint(1, 6) 

        self._random_two = np.random.randint(1, 6) 

        self._random_three = np.random.randint(1, 6) 

        self._score = 0.0 

        self._highest_score = 0.0 

        self._penalty = 0.0 

        self._episode_ended = False 

        self._memory = "" 

        self._memory += ("Test_init dial_one: " + str(self._dial_one) + " dial_two: " + str(self._dial_two) 

+ " dial_three: " + str(self._dial_three) + "\n") 

        self._memory += ("Test_init random_one: " + str(self._random_one) + " random_two: " + 

str(self._random_two) + " random_three: " + str(self._random_three) + "\n") 

        self._info = {"dial_one": self._dial_one, "dial_two": self._dial_two, "dial_three": self._dial_three, 

"soln_one": self.solver(self._random_one), "soln_two": self.solver(self._random_two), "soln_three": 

self.solver(self._random_three), "num_actions":self._penalty} 

 

    def solver(self, x): 

        x = x - 1 

        solution = -1 

        for i in range(0,5): 

            if self.payoffMatrix[i][x] == 5: 

                solution = i 

        return solution + 1 

 

    def action_spec(self): 

        return self._action_spec 

 

    def observation_spec(self): 

        return self._observation_spec 

 

    def state(self): 

        return [self._dial_one, self._dial_two, self._dial_three, self._score] 

 

    def reset(self): 

        self.payoffMatrix = [[1, 5, 4, 3, 2], [2, 1, 5, 4, 3], [3, 2, 1, 5, 4], [4, 3, 2, 1, 5], [5, 4, 3, 2, 1]] 

        self._dial_one = 1 

        self._dial_two = 1 

        self._dial_three = 1 

        self._random_one = np.random.randint(1, 6) 

        self._random_two = np.random.randint(1, 6) 

        self._random_three = np.random.randint(1, 6) 

        self._score = 3.0 

        self._highest_score = 3.0 
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        self._penalty = 0.0 

        self._episode_ended = False 

        self._memory += ("Test_reset dial_one: " + str(self._dial_one) + " dial_two: " + 

str(self._dial_two) + " dial_three: " + str(self._dial_three) + "\n") 

        self._memory += ("Test_reset random_one: " + str(self._random_one) + " random_two: " + 

str(self._random_two) + " random_three: " + str(self._random_three) + "\n") 

        # return ts.restart(np.array([self._dial_one, self._dial_two, self._dial_three, self._score, 

self._penalty], 

        #                            dtype=np.int32)) 

        # observation 

        self._info = {"dial_one": self._dial_one, "dial_two": self._dial_two, "dial_three": self._dial_three, 

"soln_one": self.solver(self._random_one), "soln_two": self.solver(self._random_two), "soln_three": 

self.solver(self._random_three), "num_actions":self._penalty} 

        return np.array([normalize_dial(self._dial_one), normalize_dial(self._dial_two), 

normalize_dial(self._dial_three), normalize_score(self._score)], dtype="float32") 

 

    def step(self, action): 

        if self._episode_ended: 

            # The last action ended the episode. Ignore the current action and start 

            # a new episode. 

            return self.reset() 

 

        new_score = 0 

        reward = 0 

        self._penalty = self._penalty + 1 

        if action == 0: 

            self._memory += ("Performed action: dial one increase\n") 

            self._dial_one = self._dial_one + 1 

            if self._dial_one > 5: 

                self._dial_one = 5 

        elif action == 1: 

            self._memory += ("Performed action: dial two increase\n") 

            self._dial_two = self._dial_two + 1 

            if self._dial_two > 5: 

                self._dial_two = 5 

        elif action == 2: 

            self._memory += ("Performed action: dial three increase\n") 

            self._dial_three = self._dial_three + 1 

            if self._dial_three > 5: 

                self._dial_three = 5 

        elif action == 3: 

            self._memory += ("Performed action: dial one decrease\n") 

            self._dial_one = self._dial_one - 1 

            if self._dial_one < 1: 

                self._dial_one = 1 

        elif action == 4: 

            self._memory += ("Performed action: dial two decrease\n") 

            self._dial_two = self._dial_two - 1 

            if self._dial_two < 1: 
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                self._dial_two = 1 

        elif action == 5: 

            self._memory += ("Performed action: dial three decrease\n") 

            self._dial_three = self._dial_three - 1 

            if self._dial_three < 1: 

                self._dial_three = 1 

        else: 

            raise ValueError('`action` should be between 0 and 5.') 

 

        # 1. Get score from payoff matrix 

        new_score = self.payoffMatrix[self._dial_one - 1][self._random_one - 1] + \ 

                    self.payoffMatrix[self._dial_two - 1][self._random_two - 1] + \ 

                    self.payoffMatrix[self._dial_three - 1][self._random_three - 1] 

        # 2. Simple scoring for testing 

        # new_score = self._dial_one + self._dial_two + self._dial_three 

 

        reward = new_score - self._highest_score 

        if new_score > self._highest_score: 

            self._highest_score = new_score 

        self._score = new_score 

        self._memory += ("Performed action: attempt unlock. Score = " + str(self._score) + " Current 

number of attempts: " + str(self._penalty) + "\n") 

 

        self._memory += ("Test_step dial_one: " + str(self._dial_one) + " dial_two: " + str(self._dial_two) 

+ 

                     " dial_three: " + str(self._dial_three) + "\n") 

        self._info = {"dial_one": self._dial_one, "dial_two": self._dial_two, "dial_three": self._dial_three, 

"soln_one": self.solver(self._random_one), "soln_two": self.solver(self._random_two), "soln_three": 

self.solver(self._random_three), "num_actions":self._penalty} 

 

        if self._score >= 15: 

            self._memory += ("Unlock successful. Number of unlock attempts:" + str(self._penalty) + 

"\n\n") 

            # observation, reward, done, info 

            self._episode_ended = True 

            # return [self._dial_one, self._dial_two, self._dial_three, self._score], (5*5*5 - self._penalty), 

True, self._memory 

            return np.array([normalize_dial(self._dial_one), normalize_dial(self._dial_two), 

normalize_dial(self._dial_three), normalize_score(self._score)], dtype="float32"), 

normalize_reward(100.0), True, self._info 

 

        elif (1000 - self._penalty) <= 0: 

            self._memory += ("Unlock unsuccessful. Maximum attempts reached:" + str(self._penalty) + 

"\n\n") 

            self._episode_ended = True 

            # return [self._dial_one, self._dial_two, self._dial_three, self._score], 0, True, self._memory 

            return np.array([normalize_dial(self._dial_one), normalize_dial(self._dial_two), 

normalize_dial(self._dial_three), normalize_score(self._score)], dtype="float32"), normalize_reward(-

100.0), True, self._info 
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        else: 

            # return ts.transition(np.array([self._dial_one, self._dial_two, self._dial_three, self._score, 

self._penalty], 

            #                               dtype=np.int32), reward=0.0, discount=1.0) 

            # observation, reward, done, info 

            return np.array([normalize_dial(self._dial_one), normalize_dial(self._dial_two), 

normalize_dial(self._dial_three), normalize_score(self._score)], dtype="float32"), normalize_reward(-

25.0), False, self._info 

 


